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ZNTRGDUCTZOM 
That truisport is tht alphft wA th* on»«« of our elviXiaatloii 
is « truissi. It bogsn as nan bsgsn to nanrs on ths surfses of ths 
•arth and it will not and until wamtind itsslf is burnt or frosan 
o£f this 9lsba. 
Tha iiqportanea of transport was always rocogpaisad by 
9aograi)hars in thair stadias but it was only meant ly that it 
bacaaa a distinct fiald of study in gaograpliy. Transportation is 
elosaly lin^ cad with ^ NMninieation and to attaiqpt to soparata th«i 
would ba as fruitlass as any attanpt to saparata, say, physios fron 
ehSMistry, for thoy g& with aaeh othar. Tha Franeh tana *cireulation< 
ooMprisas tha two but thay ara obrieasly not idontieal. Howairar, 
in ths peasant work, tha discussion is linitad only to transport, 
•ainly by land, watar and air. 
Tha studias arailibla in tha fiald of faography of transport 
ara mat «ily auaarous but ara so nueh scatWrad oirar tha wlM>la 
ranga of problasMi that thay appaar to ba quita unralatad in thair 
mithodology, objactiva, scopa and iaqplieations. Bomm gsographars, 
for axanpla, hava eausally e^rralatad tha rautas and ruts in 
diffarant rations to tha physical faaturaa, whila aeonosdsts 
ganarally ragard transportaticm as nothing aora than an induatry 
and dwall upon its costs, reiranuas, pricas and profits and othar 
aspacts of oparational aeononics. 
W» May BOW consider the fact that Nan is politically 
involvad with transportation in so aany ways that a aare list of 
th«M ways wmild surpriso us. It m y b« olMorrad that in tha 
eaaa of Many a political ptdblvm, Mttors ralating to 
tramiportation lio aoMiiAiare at tha baaa. But than it is vary 
raroly that transportation itsalf ewistitutas tha contra of 
intorost. A discussion of transportation in politics is oftmi 
incidental and no noro. 
Tha prasant study is in the nain eoneemad with transportation 
and its political siffsificance and inplications. Hence, we shall 
attenvt to bring out in gwneral tenw the geopolitical sifisiifieanee 
of transportation at both the national and international laurels. 
Ws shall also give examples and illustrations where needed. 
The geography of tnnsportat ion concerns itself with the 
study of transportation, its developeMint, location and operatimi 
within the territorial eemiOKic coaqplSKes of countries moA 
regions and its relationship with the locatimi of industry and 
agriculture* of population and cities of natural phnaonena and 
resources. This is itself sea»s to be a fomidable task. Recent 
studies have op«aed up »any new vistas. These studies thae«elves 
are SMitivated by objectives which differ greatly froai case to ease 
and it would be a stupMBdmas task survey then even cursorily, ws 
•my howerer note sons of then, A study WAB initiated by OIIMUI 
with his article, "The Railroad pattern of the united states" 
and it could very well claiai to be a study IA geography of 
transport. Wallace analysed the "Railroad Densities and Patterns* •M 
and "Railioad Transpoxt i^ Ummmmluid*, whicb %mxm fitrthar 
adr«ae«8 in this field. Tbm studiMi eoadmetmA by T«aff« and 
mamocUitmm, •atitlad "Transport firppiiion in momr oavalepad 
CeuBtriasi A conparativa Analysis"* has pjroridad tha naw seopa 
of analysis in tha field of transportation, for the writers 
h«va prasiotad an idaal->typical s€K|iianee of transportation 
daralopnent with rafartnce to sons devalopin<g eoimtries such as 
CShana and Nigariai thay sii09sst that it is raalistie to think of 
tha entire sequence as a process rather than as a series of 
disereat historical stages. There are otYwr studies with different 
objectives. The effect of highway d«Nrelopn»nt has bMii studied 
by several geographers. As for SKaaple, Garrison worked out "The 
Bwiefits of Rural Head to Rural Property" and lAieeler assessed, 
"The Bf fset of Freeway Access upon stibuzban Real Property 
Values". They hare thrown adequate li^t cm the role of transporta< 
tien in econcey and thm snroluti^a of aoinp^logical structure of 
cities. Molfe in his book Tr^woortatioo and Walitics has SMite 
a far-ranging survey of world history froii a new perspeetiwe. 
lis SMdntains that transportation facilities are too oftMi thought 
of Mtly in econosULc teres, wh«Ei in fact they exert peivasiire 
influence i#en political and Military erents, often in totally 
uaaacpected ways. Me also cites soMsqples of the «Niy in which 
politics and transportation interact with ode another in war 
and peace — within a single country and anong differwst countries. 
80IM other studies in the field of trimsportation are of 
traditional type and tend to be deseriptiire and diseussive. These 
provldNi a great 4«al of infomation aJbout tha mavmmmntm of goods 
and pa^la and alao vaaaqpliaaiaa tha antoal iataxdapaadanca of a 
apaeialiaad aoonoaqr ** eiceulation and traffic and transport 
•yatan. 0*Dall In^liia Railnaya and Oaoorapliy haa tried to show 
tha ralatienahip batwaan railmy reataa and physical faaturas. 
Tha gist of a l l Garaan studies i s prasaatad in a raviair article, 
"ftaeaat atudiea CooMming the Bole of Tranaportation 1A the 
apaea Beos«ay« by Barry. Xt i s iiqportant to note that Canaan 
studies in transportation are sera eonoemed with i t s role in 
aeonoMy trith a l i t t l e biHid towards foraulating an articulated 
transport natiierk. 
A Biariber of planni^lh-oriented atudies have been nmdm in the 
fl.s.S.R* The "Methods of roreeasting Freight rieira in Planning 
a Yransport Net" by Kasaaaky and "Basic Raaeareh Problems in the 
Oeogrc^ phy of Traaaportation of Caipitaliat and oadar Savelopad 
Couatriea" are aote«#orthy. 
Studies related to air tranaportation have been nada by 
Taaffa in his "Air Tranaportati^} and the oaitad States urban 
Oiatrlbntion* • Tha aoat isqEortant a»ong the atudiaa eoacwniiag 
air transport la Tha Oaocyaplnr of Air Traaaaort by aealy, in which 
he haa analysed and diacoasad the factors of airport location tihic^ 
indeed ia intaraating and uaafal. 
Thia brief saryey ia by no aaans eidtaustire but i t U^»ea 
reveals that transport geography, thoufi^ neglected for long, haa 
Mide rapid atridea in the reeent past. It seeea that the need to 
integrate the direrse atudiea by ecanon nethodologiee and 
cibj«ctiires is grMitttr now than ttrer iMfor*. 
Tim pgm9mit work is • mMmll gtmp towanls th« said obJ«etiv«s 
for it «tt«Rpts to highli^t tho tignifieajice of trwuiport in 
polities, idiilo tbo il»ov« 9«n«r«l introduction is dsnrotod to the 
siMS and seeps of ths study and j^ romKits SORMI hand-piclMd sasiplos 
f zoBi ths «railabls literature, the rest of ttte work has been 
divided into four ehapters and a eoaelusioo. The swthodolovy 
adopted is very siaqple, for the analysis aede is based tm library 
SMiterial and does not involve any field work. 
The first ehapter deals with the various sodes of transport 
from the priaitive to the sndem tiswis. Zt gives a brief aeeoont 
of the history of the developsttnt of these aodes and madevours to 
bring about the significance of various sKtdes In their 
geographical ewiteiet. 
The second and third chapters are in tlM vain eoneeraed with 
the significance of transport in national «td international 
politics. Various variables and factors mieh as strategy, 
seooeoy *^ tsade have bewi chosen. These variablMi directly 
or indirectly have their effect tm polities. 
The last part is devoted to the ease study of Afghanistan and 
reflects thm i^ reposed plan for ^ otoral work. If this part SFPoars 
to be superficial and weak, which it c^ ertainly is« it only under-
lines the need for field work to procure sufficient data and 
statistics for a soze intensive and in-depth study. Mhen this is 
done, the proposed doctoral work say not wei|^ so light in tbo 
balance. 
Chapter 3. 
tfooss or Twoispoitf 
Ttam thtt v«ry b«gii^ln9 of his «Kist«nee* wmn htM hmmk f«e«d 
with th« pceblwi of tvaiiapest* l.a., tha e«rri«oa of his oun 
porsoo or othor things fro* omi placo to saothor, Tho first 
••MIS to this moA ims tho uso of his own body snd tho first 
•sristien in SKidos of trsasport« rosultod froai odoptinQ it to 
eootrivsneos for lif^ ttooiag tho biirdoB, 
CocA) cogion of tho osrth has its roseuroos. ittm living in • 
rogion May ideally find SOSMI raw sAtorial suitablo for utilisation. 
If tho local Btttorial is nnsttitable or if it cannot bo fcnuid 
locally* aon #ro cosqiollod to got it froa oixtsido tho region. 
Conso<|a«ntly« thoy h«ro to find sosio suitable SHMUS of transport 
for tho carriago of that Mttorial. 
Tho history of Man's civilisation clearly coroals that 
according to his onviconMontal conditions Man has always triad to 
invent tho Most suitable Moana of transport to ease his busden. 
Thus* we find that there are varioua Modes of transport depending 
upon tho circuMstaaeos and ranging f roM tho Most Modesa to the Most 
priMitire* 
Xf we survey the various Modes of transport n^ich Man has used 
1 for a delightful exposition see Vld&l dela Blacha* Principles 
9f t^ fWff CfffCffftlfgr tUmdon, 19S2}« p.lSl. 
ill the lilstorieal p«riod, that i s to say fcoiii th« aarXir Igyii^iiA 
civilisation* to tha moAmm tlsws, tia find that thara i s a 
xalatienship batnam tiansport and powar. with arary naw 
imranticNti in powar, a nav aoda of transport has easMi into 
aacistanca. AS £er axa^ pXa* in 19th eantory^ vith tha invwitioa 
of staast po«ar« A swrolution %fas brcMig^ t about in tha notes of 
transport as wall, siadlar rovolntiooa took plaea in aarliar 
history, ror iastanca, thm invantion of whaal revoltttiMiisad land 
transport. Tha anciant iteawns fully raalisad tha faet that 
•wvaBwint <M» hardar surfaea tma aasiar than on looaa s o i l . Thay 
undarstood tha ut i l i ty of long-distanea roads and baeoMi tha 
graatast road touildars. ivMitually, thair anpira bae«Aa wall knit 
by an affieiaot road systaa. Hanea* tha saying "all roads load 
to Restt.* ttdaad, i^aravar ROBMI want roads wtmt — and tha roads 
wara Pax KoaHUM. 
As for watar transport* although i t had ba«ri in uaa sinca 
1—aerial, oartain cownwnitias such as tha vikings* tha Spainiards, 
tha Portuguasa and tha Andtis had a graatar roalisatioa that watar 
transport pessassad i»r» adrantagss than land transport, for tha 
sinpla raas«a that goods can bo earriad ovar long distaaeas far 
•ora chaaply by thr fonwr than by tha lattar.^ This raalisation 
lad thaai to baOMMi gvaat navigaton and tradars in tha Middla Agas. 
AS can ba aasily saan, nan hove triad to avolva tha nest 
cwnraniant, the nost suitable «nd tha ^laapost notes of transport 
2 rairqriara* J«, oaooranhy and world PDwor (London, 1919), 
Chapter X, p, 145. 
ill the various periods of history snd this dersIopiMBt has slimys 
vory Mteh dmpvndmA on the WEiriroiaMntsl eooditions la ^M^ they 
h«ro livodl. Tho ^ivwa frsMraork o€ toehaology hss slso boon a 
d«t«s«iii»»t • Traditional Means of transport hare yielded to 
iMwer and better ones. SteaMhips* autoaobiles and aircraft 
sipiify the advaneement of teehaolo^iy period by period. 
For our present st«^y of the modern of transport mm m y 
categorise then into four siMple types* n«Mly, (1) Land Transporti 
(2) aea Transport! (3) znlaad Mater Transport and (4) Air 
Transport. In a very general fashion* tie «ay exaMine the aerits 
and dsMerits of these eategories* 
1* Land T»mspert 
Man is a terrestrial aniSMi. lleaee* his oldest and the Most 
natural node of transport is by land, zt is on the surface of 
the earth that a ehild first learns to walk. Most of our lives 
are spent in neving on the eatth surface. Man a«y swiai or sail 
or fly for sea« tias but he aust aliiays return to the land 
surfaoi* 
Mature does not piovide iian equal facilities for •wreaant 
•reryuhere on the globe. These facilities differ froa plaoe to 
place. To use the Ratselian teminology, every Raua (space) 
on the surface of the earth has Rahaen (liaits). The chief 
liaiting factors for transport on land are the obstacles of 
terrain forcing aan to follov a given direction. These ebstiuetions 
amy bo in th« fom of Mountains. iMurshtts, rirmtB, foivats wid 
so cm. Vh&f srs difficult to OVSXCOMS «nd fosee ths tc«v«lisrs 
to halt, or to ssok JUacal assistance ox to set up SOSMI new node 
of transport to survount the obstacle. High siountains CMUWot 
be crossed except by certain routes affording passage. The eariy 
tr«rellers« traders* warriors or pilgria«« i«ho had to cross 
the sMMintains* negotiated certain Talleys and passes idiieh bf 
usage beeasMs isqpertent routes later om, tlie adraae«aMit of 
t«»ehnelogy iMy often reader these routes obsolete but «ren they 
sMiy not be abandemed <HMipletely. 
fhe various modrntt of trtuspert en land which mma uses tetey 
aay be classif ied as follOMii 
(a) ftoeds 
i ) TnKsks and Footpaths 
i i ) mwetalled Reads 
i i i ) Metalled Roads 
(b) Railways 
(a) Roads 
(i) Tyacks and foeitpaths • First of all we »ay deal with tracks 
and footpaths. One can ieagine that the earliest land routes 
began as tracks and footpaths, thmmo rough tracks and itootpaths 
were mmSm store distinct and duralble as they were used by sien 
repeatedly and ccmtiaually. 
It is truissi that in their earliest period Men wandered from 
place to place to fulfill their basic needs such as those 
relating to food* fuel, materials for weapons and tools, and so 
on, Xki these early wanderings, topography eost here been an 
%o 
ijBpoxtaiit d«t«EaiiMttt • • VR miii or hiAtefwie*. A» Om Im Blaehe 
pnt lt« "topografiiy d«t«zadiMS th* Msthods of tc«Bsport«tioo, 
iflMthMr b«««t of bttxdon or iilMoXod irohlelo."' Ono aay aoto« 
for oxMiplo* ttMt tho Cftrt i s usolosa in VMiuiitAiiious aoooa lAioro 
traiisport«tion ! • ^ l o f l y on m l o b««k. Bosidos rollof othor 
foatoros sixi^ h • • formits, dosorts and' aorvtios also set tm 
6mtmtmitmntB, fm for oXMiplo* in tho liiponotrvblo tsopie«l fbrosts 
of Africa, olophaat-potha proritfo oarly rootos. wliilo in tho 
dooort oroaa, transportation by eamml ia oaaior and i^toapor 
csaqparad to any other naana. 
Traeka and footpaths oat«d»lishod by mm and beast are 
characteristic of iMny underdeveloped nmicms. Their ^raat 
isportance l:Uis in the fMtt that they often represent the mmvm 
of transportatiMi in the region. Zt nay be noted in this iMwaeetion 
that perhaps no part of the iiorld, eiirilised or ttaeiviXiaed, i s 
better wipplied with paths than the continent of Africa, AS 
riMarked by Dn—iond» "So coanrenient and so ifidespread in tropical 
Africa are these primitive tracks that no one ever leaves theai . . . . 
every vi l lage ia cwineoted with sons other village* every tribe 
with the next tribe* every state with i t s aeinjhbottr and therefore 
with a l l the rest, flie explorer's business i s sisiply to select 
fran network of tracks* keep a general direction, and hold on his 
wiy." 
Tracks and footpaths aay be considered wholly or partly natural 
3 de la Blaehe* v.* op.e i t . . p.373. 
4 Cited in Gregory* J.w.* The Storv of Road, (london. 1931), p.7. 
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rout«8 lihleh wmn h«v« organiwid for tranaport. Th«y h«Nr« no 
gijMfntmm of prntrnvmocm and «r« ttafUavMly aa iMporf^ct oieans o£ 
tr«iuijpoxt«tloQ. TiMy ar* prlnitiva and lliiitad and eoastrainad by 
tha pliysieal mawixowmmnt and y«t thay aatabliah a panatratlva 
eiseulatioa. whieh doaa iaf luaiMsa IntarGouraa, aeeaaalbility, 
riMwama and for that Mittar tha pelltiea of a cavloa. 
(14) ua—tallad Koada - UJta tho traeka and foot-patha, tha tin* 
H«tallad xoads hara thair own 9aograptolcal a i l iou. t«a find 
than d«valepad in tha Intarior of graat lanteaaaoa whara natuxa 
haa pravldod auffielant larallad land, tha aatibll^vMant of 
wwatallad roada ia vary mach at tha Marey of natural faetora. 
flagions with hoary rainfall and axporianeing nueh aroaien eairaet 
ba favourabla for uanatallad roada. Tha nost attitabla araaa for 
thia typa of roada ara thoaa «hara aroaiva action ia at a 
MiaiMM and tihan tha opan aurfaeaa ara only ali^htly diaaaetod 
and raina ara not irary haary. So that tha aoil ia fizai aaou^ 
to bear tha waioht of tim oart. 
Xt ia olaar that tha inportanea of «uMMtallad roada in 
noiiirca» trada and adMiaiatration ia laaa than tha othar aodaa 
of transport. 
<"^) Motallad teada « Matallad roada aiay ba rogardad aa distinct 
advancanant ia tha orolution of mana of transport. Tha ai^lieation 
of tha idtaal aad axla on tha roads, thouti^ i t s data and place are 
hidden in tha dark vista of tha r«M>te past, siarks a stage in 
•aa*s pxograaa irttieh BO leas isiportttut than the discovery of sti 
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poiMir. ttie Mneient BibyloBlan and AssyrlAn acmlptuMs show that 
•ora than fiftaan huadxad years bafora Christ, baantifully 
f in i sh^ lAiaalad vahiclaa ware in use for porposea both of war 
Ma May tain for granted that there were roads of SQIM m>rt 
in those early daya of c iv i l i sat ion. The word which i s translated 
as "way* in the mulish version of the Bible really swans "hiifhway" 
or "KMMft", Ma Icaow that the Assyrians and rnvn^irnxM were capable 
of SHaULng very solMitantial roads ^titmm they gmwm their wMrrgies 
to lAie task. Hesedotits t e l l s us* for instaaee, that for the 
bailding of the Oieat gravid, abe«t 4*000 years before Christ, 
a road or causeway was swde betwe«n the aite of the pyrasiid and 
the ^paarries of Turah which was thiee->^faarters of a Mile away, 
and that i t wea of such a solid character that i t s construction 
occupied 100,000 a»n for ten years. 
Tim roads of ancient igypt, Patostimi, mad Assyria were not 
roads in the sense in which we generally understand the word, 
but sisqply broad, dry tracks pitted with the footsiarlcs of swn, 
CMNi, asses# sKiles, and caMela, and funewnad in places by the 
broad idiaels of the vil lage carts, or in tisia of war by the 
narrower tyres of a ttwusaad chariots. History t e l l s us that 
overlaid traffic was carried on, swAy himdreds of years before 
the Christian era, between Palestine and Egypt and Arabia, and 
ev«i IMiia. 
The aiMient l^aans are kacMm for buildii^ a aosibar of 
peananeat cro8S««oimtry routes for trerel, cossMree and aAainistration. 
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Hi diraetiwss of eeatMm and oolidity of eemitrv^tlon th«ir rcNids 
iMirtt oirtainly «ae«ll«iit. Wmaif of tlMnn, ovon after a lapco of 
idEMMit 3«000 y«*rs of traffic, nmaia oittiar a« fmmdations of 
aodan roads or in MMM casoa aa the rmry tmrtmeem trodden by 
the tiMBtleth eentttry feet . 
The t^Bmmnm are said to hare atopted their f irat ideas %ip«i 
the subject of roadMakiBQ <<«* the Carthaginiaiis. Mhether this 
be M> or not, there can be no doabt that scsie three or four 
hvi^ Ared years before the Christian era they h«d brotaglit t t e art 
of roadeakino to a pitch of perfection scarcely surpassed even 
in our oim day. The »ost fanmis of these RMMUB roads, and the 
f irst road ever laid doim upm scientific principles, was the 
Anpian Way, thm Great south Road of Italy. This wKinifient road, 
which %iss begun by Appias Claudius Caecus in 313 B.C., led fron 
ROM through Three Tarems and Appii forum to Capua, tdience i t 
was ultimately extended to BruadusiMM, the s^dera Brindisi, 350 
miles fxoR the capital. 
If ue icpaore the uaprored and uaprcvid»le claiios of the Ch;Uiese 
as the f irst to have aiqplied the {Hrineiple of the arch to the 
construction of bridges, the credit fbr such <M»istructions should 
go to the Romans. 
The Remans laid their roads and organised their net-uoilc into 
a system, the irarious parts of iihieh were connected with one 
another, so that the roads not only attracted various act ivit ies 
to themselves but also sexved to humanise the landscape. 
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It was unfortunate that for sone 1*500 y«ara aftar tha 
Ronans tha nusignificient roada tihich thay had made wera fall into 
daeay. Xt so happan«kl in hiatory that tha Ronana esmn, eon^iared, 
aada roada, and in couraa of tine departed. The roada which 
thay had eiade auffered from neglect and aoon beeane very leueh 
worse for wear. 
Metalled roads hare appeared and disappeared in different 
parts of the world at different tiisea but one SMiy say that they 
hare generally increased through history. This is especially true 
to Bodem tteea. 1^ take Dadia as an ex«apla, one nay see the 
increase in kilometres frov the Table giren belowt 
TABU X 
Progress 
Types of roads 
Surfaced 
Unsurfaoed 
Total 
of Road CcmstruetiMi in India 
(in *000 k*) 
19S0-.51 1960-61 1965-66 1971-72 1972-73 
157 263 343 472 474 
243 261 427 658 680 
400 S24 770 1,130 1,154 
souieei Ministry of xnfomation and Broadcasting, GoNremnent 
of Xndia, Pyblications Division, Ihdiaa A Reference 
AMwal (Hew Delhi, 1976), p. 312. 
The roads hare erery so often deteniined the fate of nations. 
It may be said that netal led roads are in the f i r s t instance and 
by and large a support for coanercial a c t i r i t i e s . They aay 
howerer hare a p o l i t i c a l or strategic significance as wel l . The 
rapid ami centralised coeaminication with the o f f i c i a l s in a l l 
IS 
parts of the ecKintjry. i t may farthar be notcid that a good 
nat-tpork o£ roads anables the establishaent and Maintenance of 
<|ttlek and ef fect ive postal services in the world. 
(b} Railvays 
Xa discussing Motorways, we aeRred fro* the technical stage 
of herse«4ra«m vehicles to that of the notor-car* iKit in so 
doiUig wo leap-frogged another stage in transport which has lukd a 
great effect on hunan (^ography. This stage e«mstitutes t)M 
derelopment of railways, which today are an eicceedingly isiportaat 
SMans in land transport over vast areas of the vwrld. George 
Stephenson was the inventor of railways and is called the 
S 
"father of the railwiy systen**. However, the railway is m>t an 
invention of any one suin, but an aggloneration of inventions of 
muay laen and nany periods. For the purpose, it is not necessary 
to MMntioQ every inventor and every period of invention. 
Railways often play a vital role in a country's i«osperity. 
2t is often argued t *let the country but sttke the railways and 
the railways will makm the country*. A writer on Canada ooce 
rsMai^ed that throu0i its railways the country lives and grows. 
Canada is not peculiar in that lespeet, the S M M »ay be said of 
any country. But there is a rsnance about the great trans-
continental railways of Canada that stakes them appeal to us in a 
special sense. They are the biggest things in that land of big 
things. The railways of Burope, while we cosipare then with the 
S Jones, B., HiMnan Geography, (London, 1965), p. 224. 
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Canadian railways* appear as piecemeal and nainly to serve the 
local needs of separate countries, mostly through the densely 
populated areas* tihereas the railways of Canada cover a distance 
of 3998 kei, from Halifax on the east to Vancouver on the west 
thf!Ou^ a region with hardly any population, indeed, the first 
purpose of the Canadian railway builders was to create a population, 
and to that end the Canadian Govertwent gave to the Canadian 
Pacific Railway great tracts of land for settlement. The 
foresic^t and vision of the railway builders hove been fully 
justified* and in spite of its continental distance and relatively 
thin population Canada today enjoys railway facilities that are 
second to none. 
There are other trans-continental railways which share 
similar characteristics* 
Railways* like other modes of transport* possess their own 
merits and deoierits. ws may note that ever since their beginning 
railways have often faced strong competition with road transport. 
In the world as a whole* they now rank first in tezms of total 
tonnage carried by tl% different modes of transport. They are, 
however* outranked in several parts of the world by roads and 
airlines as carriers of passengers. The importance of railways 
have been reduced only in those areas where roads and airlines 
have taken over most of the passenger traffic. An overall estimate 
would show that railways are a more important means of transport 
than the other s^ans* as transportation by railways is usually 
cheaper than by roads or airlines. 
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The railways everywhere respond to the appeal of aodem fom 
of industrial activity, where minerals and other bulky raw Materials 
have to be transported to the centres of vanufacturing. Moreover, 
faraiera* traders, consumers — Indeed the whole community •— finds 
in the railway a magic c<»iduit of prosperity. Railways often send 
perishable goods in time -^ elkiHHPly <"n^  expeditiously. They are at 
a disadvantage in short distance services but enjoy greater 
opportunities for economical carriage over long distances. Because 
o£ the competitive advantage, one can expect that the development 
of railways will continue, particularly, in those areas/regions 
which hove freight in sufficiently large quantity or voltme to 
bring about an economic organisation of commerce. To take mdia as 
an Mcample, the railways happen to be the big^st employers* Oae 
may see the increase in mileage of Indian Railways from the table 
given below: 
TABUS ZZ 
Progress of Govenaient Railways 
Ytt^x Route Imagth (Railways) 
E l e c t r i f i e d n o n - e l e c t r i f i e d 
( in km) 
Total 
19S0-S1 368 S3,208 53,596 
1960-61 748 55,499 56,247 
1965-66 2,423 55,976 56,399 
1969-70 3,553 56,131 59,684 
1970-71 3.706 56,084 59,790 
1971-72 3,953 56,115 60,067 
1972-73 4,055 56,094 60,149 
1973-74 4,191 56,043 60,234 
sources Ministry of information and Broadcasting, Government 
of India, Pi ibl icatiois D i v i s i o n , India: A Reference 
Annual (Blew Delhi , 1976), p . 307. 
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Roads versttg Hailwvs 
The two inajor modma of land transport, naanely« roads and 
railways Riay slther supplesaent or compete with each other, 
depending on the geographical coiM3itions and econoiRic needs of the 
region. la comparative terns, roads are More flexible than 
rail%rays« Their access is greater than railways because they 
can negotiate even steeper gradients than the railimys. They 
can be constructed more quickly and cheaply, and thus tend to 
be adtopted «fhere the voluine of traffic tiould not Justify, or the 
nature of the terrain would not peneit, the building of railways. 
For the shoctodistance transporting of perishable goods and 
passengers, roads possess an advantage over the railways, because 
they can load and unload cargo and passengers at any place 
fltfxessible to them and virtually froei door to door. This cannot 
be dcme by railways. 
How it iBay safely be said that there are roads for every 
purpose. No trader with a business of any disnension can afford 
to ignore the roads if he wishes to keep abretast of the tines 
and to maintain his position in these days of strenuous competition. 
Ho other single invention has revolutionised social life to the 
same extent as the road. 
All road vehicles possess one great disadvantage compared 
with vehicles running on rails. Even on the best road surface, 
the friction to be overcome between wheel and ro«^ is four times 
greater than that of a flanged wheel on a rail«ray. 
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However, for the rapid movement of large volumes of goods 
and nunbers of people nothing can natch the railways. A rush of 
passengers can often be seen at bus stops because the capacity of 
ro^ vehicles is lijaited. On the other hand, the doors of railways 
always maain open for a very large inivber of passen^rs. The 
rail fare is usually lesser than the bus fare for the saste 
distance. A single auto-engine ^at6/^ by one guard and one 
driver can take a whole traiUi over long distances. The lm)g 
distance travels are nore eonfortable in railway coaches, because 
they have facilities for sleeping berths, while such facilities 
are not available in road transport. Thus lower charges, greater 
speed and more confort attract a larger nunber of passengers to 
railways. 
During wartiste rail%fay8 suffer from some disadvantages. The 
rail tr^ Mrks can be destroyed easily, while it is aK>re difficult to 
destroy the roads. Sven if they are testroyed, they can be easily 
repaired. However, the railways have a distinct advantages as 
far as the nass noveeent of goods and passengers is concerned. 
Hence, other factors remaining the same, they may be considered 
as the best means of land transportation. 
2. Xnland Water Transport 
Inland water transport, t^ich imsludes both rivers and 
canals, has often been, and is, an important s^ans of transport. 
As for «acaitiple, rivers such as ithine, Danube, Volga and Yangtce 
have been important traffic arteries for centuries. On these and 
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»any other rivers, large river craft* may transport huge volunies 
of bulky gooAB such as coal* oil and grain. Some snail rivers, 
even If they nay not be navigable by water crafts; are very 
useful for floating down tlnber over long distances. 
River transport was revolutionised by the Introduction of river 
steamers, m the united Klngdon, In 1815, river steaners carried 
1,68,000 tons of goods. By 182S nearly all the countries of Europe 
had begun to transport large volueae of goods by river steasers. 
Developirant o£ river stefloeers In France was relatively slow, but 
by 1842 the country had come to possess 229 steamers which matber 
had Increased to 364 by the year 1652. Besides sending goods, 
France and Gemany devoted their attention to passenger traffic 
also. 
Owing to the Increasing Inprovmnent In tlw various means of 
transport, new problwrns of competition amongst them have become 
greater. Very often rivers do not compete with other modes, 
because their operation Is limited to their course, but «4ierever 
they do, they do It well because the transportation cost Is 
relatively low. River transport Is possible only when the 
dlatrlbutl n o£ navigable rivers Is favourable. Moreover, the 
feasibility of canals and rivers Is controlled by the terrain 
and water supply. iiei^ :e, they are not a flexible mode of 
transport, lie may also note that the cost of digging a canal 
la BRich greater than that building roads or railways. C«aal 
becomes more important when they supplement or extend and 
6 srlvastava, s.K,, Transport Development In mdla (Delhi, 1964), 
p. 327. 
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interconnect a ns«'ig«ble river systera. C Tia 
Generally speaking, waterways are Inportant only at the 
local and national levels. They are not of such importaiKse at 
the international level. 
3. sea Transport 
So far me have dealt with overland transport only« but, as 
geography books tell us, for every square kilotaetre of land 
8urf«^ :» the world has about 2/2 kilometres of water surface. 
Henoe, it is plain that if we rely upon land transport only, our 
coosBunications with other countries %iould be very much restricted. 
AS a matter of fact, water transport has been linked with land 
transport from the renotest historical tines. 
The oceans were considered a big hinderance in older days. 
HKHtfever, motion is both easy and difficult on water than on land. 
A favourable current of water or air can supply all the i.x>%«er 
Qoeded to move a ship of any sise, but for thousands of years only 
the muscles of men, straining on oars, could move ships if the 
water currents were absent, or worse, contrary. 
Transportation by water became important in international and 
domestic coomerce long before the invention of railways and to 
this day it continues to be one of the major forms of transport. 
To trace out into the history of sea transport. Primitive 
man used canoes to carry himself and some of his luggage over 
water bodies. Rafts were also used by the scxne ancient people. The 
NATURAL AND MAN-MADE WATERWAYS 
Of STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE 
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f i r s t ship of « ^ i ^ there i s any reeoxtS was Noah's Ark. One 
writer has asserted that there are vesse l s now in existence in 
Egypt whic!= were bui l t about the period around 2400 B.C., the 
SMiriod assigned by soee to the building of the Ark. Reference 
to the enormous s ice of the Ark indicates that at the time of 
i t s construction the art of ship«building nust have reached an 
advanced stage. A legend, at any rate, i s merely a legend. 
In what (garters of the globe did the art of ship-building 
have i t s origin and in what waters did man f i r s t advance from 
the raft or the dug-out canoe to the built-^ap vesse l s , i t i s 
impossible to say For a l l we know« the d is t inct ion of building 
the f i r s t ship nay be due to the dwellers upon the shores of the 
Atlantic, or the mdian or the Pacific Oceans. All we can say 
i s , that so far as the countries bordering upon the Mediterranean 
are concerned, every thing seems to point to the Mile Valley 
as the birth place of oanral architecture. The ear l i e s t vesse l s 
of which any particulars have come down to us are supposed to 
have been bu i l t between 5,000 and 6,000 years before the Christian 
era by the people who iidiabited Egypt. Some of these early 
vesse l s are very crude and there i s l i t t l e to distinguish them 
from boats. 
Many of the ancient peoples other than those of the Mile, sudhi 
as the Greeks aiK! the Romans, navigated the open seas and oceans 
in vesse l s e<^ipped with s a i l s . Later on the Spaniards, tYte 
Portuguese, the French, the British, the Dutch end many others 
made use of sa i l ing ships . They travelled to distant lands — to 
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Anerica, Africa aod maia . Bet%men the 15th and 16th centuries 
sa i l ing ves se l s helped people in the discorery of new lances and 
is lands. The carrying capacity of the ves se l s «fhich helped 
Coluiabus and other explorers of the Great Age of Maritine 
Discoveries to reach far off and \mknown lands van not Rsuch as 
conpared to the ocean-ijoing vesse l s of today. Ftowever, besides 
exploration, these vesse l s were used for trade, conmerce and 
f ishing. 
Going biKCk to the ancient period, «ie find that a very 
renuurkable position in the cG«naerce of tYie then Xnotm world was 
occupied by the Aioeaicians, %fho ii^abited a narrow s tr ip of 
country on the coast of Paletine. It i s believed that they caa^ 
to the Mediterranean from the shores of the Persian Gulf, Whatever 
their origin, they showed an extraordinary aptitude for trade 
and navigation. Their chief ports were Tyre and sidon, and in 
these c i t i e s the overland conamrce of the East laet the seaA>ome 
coranerce of the Vfest. 
The Phoenicians not only treated on their own account but also 
lent ships and seanen to other nations. There i s some reason 
for the be l i e f that they sai led as far east as Iiidia. Herodotus 
t e l l s us that about the year 600 B.C. they circunnavigated the 
African continent. The story i s that Neco, the reigning Itiaraoh 
of Egypt, began to cut a canal through the Isttunus of Sues, but 
finding the task too great, abandoned i t . He was convinced, 
however, that the continent, except for the isthonis, was 
surrounded by sea, and to prove i t he engaged some Phoenicians to 
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sail round fron the Red sea to the Mediterranean. They took saore 
than two years to sail round the Cape into the Mediterranean. They 
"I for ny part cannot be Here**, aaya Herodotus, "that %«hen they 
were sailing round they had the sun on their right hand". What 
the old historian could not believe is really the best efvidence 
in support of the story, for south of the equator, one sees the 
sun to the north and therefore on the right hand of the observer 
instead of on the left, as the northern latitude. 
It is needless to recount the achievemants of the several 
civilisations of the ancient and medieval period. 4^e may 
therefore take a frog-leap and say that the invention of stean-
ships and later on oil-driven vessels. marltloNS navigation b<»cane 
increasingly important. 
It was not, however, until the beginning of the nineteenth 
century that anything really worthy of note occured. The credit 
for having put theory into practice must be divided bet%ieen Henry 
Bell of Glasgow and Robert Fulton, an American. 
Fulton was the first to get his vessel afloat, but both he 
and Bell had been conducting experiments for some considerable 
time previously, and on one time had met and compared notes. The 
American stewd>oat, Claremont, plied bettpsen New York and 
Albany; i^ile Bell's vessel. Comet, ran between Glasgow, 
Grenock and Helensriberg. The history of these pioneer craft and 
their immediate successors is interesting but as it has not much 
bearing upon the stA>ject of deep-sea steaw navigation, %fe may 
pass it by. 
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The iiaportance of the application of flitearo and s t e e l to 
ocean transport was appreciated by a l l . It would be iiearisone 
to trace the stdssequent couriMt of events in c lose (tetaila. Each 
individual step nade in developing and inproving the steamships 
or oi l -driven ships was, without doubt, h i ^ l y interesting in 
i t s e l f , but to describe every forward sicnreinent would be to t e l l 
the same sort of ta l e over and ever again. 
There are t%#o types of services offered by sea trauiaport, 
nanely, cargo service and Passenger service , we nay consider 
the two categories separately. 
We nay note that more than half of the international trade i s 
handled by ocean going v e s s e l s . Cargo ves se l s usually carry 
large amounts of coiamodities such as coal, ore, grain, sugar and 
building materials. The type of service performed by a cargo 
ship depends on the nature of cargo. Each type of service has 
developed d i s t inc t types of carriers such as copra handling 
ships or o i l tankers. Cargo ships may operate regularly on 
fixed routes or provided casual service . Vessels lAiose routes 
and departures are not fixed are kncnm as traoaps. 
b . Passenger service 
Passenger ^ i p s usually hove fixed routes emd announced 
schedules. They may carry, along with passengers, perishable 
goods and valuable commodities in varying proportions. They 
account for most of the world's oversea general cargo, passenger. 
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mail and express serv ices . Sotmtiatea they conpete with the 
cergoships for bulky coMRodltles. 
4. Aix Transport 
Of a l l the discoveries and conquest which man has made in 
coniMKStion with siodes of transport, there are few so roisantic, 
so s t irr ing, and so reffiarkai>le as his conquest of that invis ible 
elcMnent which we c a l l the a ir , and h is triunphant use of i t as a 
means of transporti romantic, because of the natural appeal 
which f l ight makes to the imagination; s t irr ing, because of the 
adventures and peri l s connected with aerial experiments^ and 
remarkable, because the history of f l ight d i f fers considerably from 
the history of other s c i e n t i f i c conquests made by man. It differs 
from the other modes of transport in one more resp€K:t. In the 
history of most inventions theory and experiment are practically 
cont«Dporary. But in the history of f l ight we find whole 
centuries of theory before we arrived, in comparatively recent 
times, at practical experiment. The reason i s not d i f f i cu l t to 
understand, we know today that the ab i l i ty to f ly presupposes a 
very considerable amount of s c i en t i f i c knowledge, and a vast array 
of engineering tool and resources. There i s no doubt that f l ight 
has only been made possible by the discovery and perfection of 
the motor engine; and unt i l the motor i t s e l f had been 
suf f ic ient ly developed, the aeroplane, save in theory, could not be 
practical proposition. 
Even the primitive man must have dreamt of flying on wings. 
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Later on, the ancient c lv i l i sa t iona cherished l e^nds in which 
such f l ights %#ere dreanted of. The le^^nds of Perseus, of Soloeton 
and of HfLniwtan are some exaaples froo different parts of the 
«K>rld. 
Then, in the Dark Age of Europe w>nkish t rea t i s e s worked 
out theories which were mostly fantastic and wholly unsupported 
by experiaent. In 1617, Fauste Veransio actually proired that 
the a ir possessed a considerable power of support by descending 
fron the tower of St . Heurk in Venice in a parachute, m 1782, 
the two MOQt>golfier brothers exhibited their paper hot-air 
balloon, and so created the new school of "lighter than air". 
Shortly afterwards the research work of cavandish, and of Dr. Black 
of Edinburgh, made known the furoperties of the gas hydrogen. It 
was iBtDedlately eiBployed in balloon construction and navigation. 
Hotiever, the fulfilsient of nan's desire to f ly l ike birds 
cane in the twentieth century when the f i r s t airplane was bui l t 
by OrriUe and Wilbur Wright brothers of Ohio, in U.S./v., who in 
1905 succeeded in flying a course of sc^ae 24 miles . A l i t t l e 
la ter the French aviator Bleriot flew over the English Chani^l, 
and in 1910, Grahan-White and others made a f l ight from JjoeAon 
7 
to Mam:hester. 
la writing of airplanes of today, i t i s necessary to turn to 
the pages of the history of both the First and the secom) world 
Wars, since i t i s on account of i t s service in war that the 
airplane reached i t s present position in the conmercial world. 
7 MeKillian,A.E., "Air Highways", in The Highways of the world (London, 1927). p.l89 
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Mie hme now reached the at age where air transport has developed 
phenocnenally. It has afforded very fast speed and has shortened 
the distances the world orer. It is obvicms that airplanes do 
not recpaire any artificial track as do the railways and the 
roadways. The greatest advantage of air transport is that 
aeroplanes can fly over both the land and water surfaces. However, 
this fom of transport is the very expensive bw;ause heavy 
investments are required for the manufacturing of aeroplanes 
and for the construction of airports, repair shops, wireless and 
meteorological stations and so on. In spite of the cost, air 
transport has assumed a great role in the economy of the vrorld, 
so much so that it is often said that we are living in the "Air 
Age". Aircrafbare becoming faster and larger and comnercial flying 
is ever increasing, m carrying passengers, mail and urgently 
needed articles of trade, airtransport has an edge over railways. 
C^ bvioualy, it does iK>t have any advantage in moving heavy 
frei^t. in the case of the united states of America* which has 
a considerably well developed net%fork of airways, it was remarked 
(in 1968} that "for every single passenger conveyed one kilometre 
by air* railways dealt with eight, whereas for every ton of 
frei^t carried one kiloneter by air, railways moved 1«500 tons." 
To examine the Impe^ t^ of the aeroplane, it would be 
apprecisdt>le to quote Sealyt^ 
m a real sense, the aeroplane knows no barrier. It 
moves in the continuiaB of the atmosphere %>rhich is both 
8 Briault and Hubbard, "Trade and Cc^mnunication", in An mtro-
d»K;tion to jwavguaced Geooraptiy (Landon, 1968), p. 426. 
9 Sealy, K.R., The Geography of Air Transport (London. 1968), p.20. 
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thr«««diiaen«ional and re lat ive ly uaifomi. Its appeal 
to *narltine* and 'continental' Qation« i s al ike, and 
iMtre, surely, li^'S the key to the aeroplane's place in 
the world. By the use of 'naritine* and 'continental' , 
I have tried to suggest a l imitation in the access ib i l i ty 
of one place with another imposed by the older forms of 
transport. The aeroplane bridges the gap and i s , 
therefore, but a further extension of the older forms 
of transport -» perhaps the f inal extension. 
To MiiAiaaise the advantages of airtransport, one may say that 
i t deals more independently with the physical conditions of the 
earth*s surface than any other form of transport, i t s relative 
independence of physical obstacles permits travel l^tween two 
points along the shortest route, that i s , along the Great Circle . 
The point i s well brou^t out by the Briaalt and H(ia>bardt 
For direct air t ra f f i c between America and Japan the 
atmpp^ketg stone i s not Hwiolulu but Alaska. It seemi l ikely 
that certain parts of the «ff>rld, e . g . , Alaska and Greenland, 
wi l l in tt^ coming Air Age take and assume considerably 
s t ra t ig i c isqportance. Soma itfwrican authors even consider 
that the Ar«tic Ocean wi l l prove to be the Mediterranean 
of the Air Age. but i t seems probable that economic 
considerations w i l l maintain a ir t raf f i c on longer routes 
serving more ^ n s e l y populated areas. (f^ JDAfc.5) 
in spite of a l l above advantages, air transport suffers from 
various l imitations, e . g . , operation ejcpenscs are very high and 
tieight carrying capacity i s the lowest when compared to the other 
modes of transport. Heavy a r t i c l e s of low grade cannot be carried 
10 Bri«ult and Hubbard, o p . c i t . , p. 427. 
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by it. Incleimnt imather is an obstruction in the way of its 
proper utilisation. Area of operation is linitsd and safety 
is lesser than in other SKxSes. 
The developnent of air transportation* since World Mar IX has 
been rapid and substantial, equalling if not surpassing the 
progress nade in the early period of railroad, setor and 
autonatiire highway transportation. As for its future. Sir Swuel 
Hore, British Secretary of State for Aeronautics, as quoted by 
Johnson, and co-workers, renarked, "Aviation has a habit of 
providing great marprises and Z, personally, am prepared for 
anything. • 
11 Johnson, et al,, op.cit., p. 749. 
chapter 2 
SXSMIFICANCE OF TRAMSPGRT IN NAiTIONAt. POLTTICS 
Trvisportatlon plays a v i t a l role in the f i e ld of hximan 
a c t i v i t i e s at various l eve l s • - local , regional, national and 
international. The various mewis of transportation, both individually 
and co l l ec t ive ly , are Istportant factor in the f ie ld of po l i t i ca l 
geography, for they are the channels by which tnd through which 
organisation, both of state and international af fa irs , i s 
developed, without theiri, the internal a c t i v i t i e s of s tates 
could not have reached the ir present stage of evolution, and 
international relations would be haaqpered. Verily, they generate 
and shape the national and international a f fa i r s . 
we nay consider transportation tram two aspects. The f i r s t 
i s external and i s concerned with the acces s ib i l i t y of sources 
of Materials to different parts of the world. It involves the 
use of ships, ports and canals, as well as the movement of goods 
across the land areas of other s ta t e s . The other i s internal and 
i s concerned with the internal acces s ib i l i ty within a s ta te . 
These two aspects shal l be considered sei^urately. ws shal l deal 
with the significance of transportation in national po l i t i c s in 
th i s chapter and shal l take up i t s international significance in 
the next. 
For a better understanding and convenience, the internal 
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3«zvix:es within a state, which influence or govern national 
politics* »ay be listed as follows: 
1} Bcononic si^ificance of transport. 
2} »»litieal stability and instability resulting from 
transport. 
3} Transport as a unifying force. 
1. Rconosiic Significant of 
Transport 
Historic records of civilisation «ake the oconosKLc 
significance of transportation self evident. Transportation has 
always h«S a narked influence upon the entire econcMny of a natimi. 
It links sp8Ce«4dOund agriculture and industry with other parts 
of a country and serves them in numerous ways, without adequate 
means of transport the mcoaomic progress of a nation would appear 
to be an impossibility. Sealy has aptly remarked that "the 
importance of 'place* and, more particularly, the ease with which 
one can travel from one place to another, is an essential 
ingredient in an expanding economy. •Accessibility* is part and 
parcel of man's material progress.** 
It was once ^ served by Maekin<ter that 'man travels and man 
settles*.^ Travel is a necessity for man. The naed of transporta-
tion for economic progress oust have existed even in prehistoric 
1 Seaiy, K.B., The Oeooraphv of Air Transport (London, 1968), 
pp. 19-20. 
2 ullman, E.L., Man's Role in Changing the Face of the garth. 
Edited by ThcMnan, W.L. (Chicago, 19S6), p. B63. 
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tines. Transport not cmly exi>andad through humaun history but %#a8 
Itself gradually revolutloniaod by inventions and innovations. 
To quote Sealy again, "Baeh of the great historical periods of 
discoirery is linked with a new node of transport developnent.** 
The horse, the steam engine* the autoacbile, the ocean going 
vessels* the aircraft and other sndes of transport had their 
roles in the pest and have them at present. To take an exaiiple* 
that of the railways, Roetow has riglitly observed that *the 
introduction of railways has been historically the most powerful 
single initiator of *take-offs* in France, Gsraany and Russia. 
It has played an extrenely Isqportant part in Swedish, Japanese 
and other cases.** 
Each of tlM developing countries of the world, in its 
effort to improve its econony, realises the fact that the develop-
nent of right type of transport is a must for CMConomlc growth, 
a lesscm learnt such earlier by t\:m Starve loped countries. The 
development of such modes of transport reduces the total cost of 
production and distribution. One might observe easily by having 
a look art the %forld map of transportation that the availability 
of transport facilities varies from country to country. Zh 
certain industrially <teveloped countries, the ovailtbility of 
transport facilities usually exceeds the total demand, whereas in 
most of the (toveloping countries the existing transport facilties 
are not only inadequate but their utilisation is uaecowMaic also. 
3 Sealy, op.eit., p. 20. 
4 Rostov, w.f*., ataOea of Bconomic Growth (C.V.P., London, 1960), 
p. 55. 
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In a U.N. Publication* the par^kloxal s i tuation in the (tevalopin^ 
countries was noted in the following wojpdsi "the inadequate and 
uneconoiBic transport f a c i l i t i e s srai lable due to insuff icient 
attentitt) in the past (has) beccxne the cause as well as the 
S 
ef fect of ecoQonic backwardness.** indeed, the expansion of the 
tr«uisport network for the isiprovei^ent of internal access ib i l i ty , 
seems a c r i t i c a l l y iiaportant factor for the economic growth of 
the developing countries. 
As a matter of fact, the significance of transport in 
econcMBic developsMnt i s two-^limensional. It not only reduces the 
cost of production but also helps in generating economic 
a c t i v i t i e s . It has been c lear ly obsenred in various cases . As 
for exasqple, the provision of roads in the cotton producing areas 
of Uganda brought about an increase of about 70 per cent in 
production. Transport creates a market for resources. A study 
conducted in 1967-66 by the Hinistry of Transport in 3^adia, to 
analyse the ecoiumic ef fect which have followed frcMa the construc-
tion of a twenty-«ile road frost Ramnad to Mandapa«a in Msdras, 
showed that i t has not only iMtlped in grotfth of regional 
industries but also has fac i l i ta ted in transporting such items 
as t o i l e t goods, soap, beedi, sweets, cold drinks and frui t s , 
7 
e t c . which %<ere not in dmaand before the construction of road. 
It i s one of the vnqpteen exasq^les which may be given. 
5 'Sconomics of Transport,* in Transport and Cowmunicatioo Bulletin 
for Asia and the Far East. lio. 43, (United Nations},lisw York, 
1966), p. 12. 
6 o p . c i t . , p. 12. 
7 o p . c i t . , p. 12. 
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During the past centuries transportation tie re linited and 
production processes «#sre sinple. Obviously, the market for 
output was linited. Conpared to the past, the econonic significance 
of transportation has increased is»«nsely today, due to the 
rapid pace of industrialisation, the steady increase which is 
taking place in production, faster and nore efficient neans of 
transportation are beconing the need of the day. The regions of 
product iMt« the locale of resources and the laarkets for 
ccmsumption are all bec<MRing aore and nore cos^lex. lb this 
complex it is necessary to ainimiae the cost of transportation. 
such cost cooaes into play at le&st at two pointst (a) At the 
production stage« «Aien raw Materials are to be brought to the 
industries for processing, and (b) at the distribution stage, 
when the processed goods are sent to aarket for c^asusiption. 
HeiK:e, at both these points better designs for transportation 
should be effectuated to ninimise the transportation cost, i^ sch 
designs are possible and they do become fruitfult firstly as 
they reduce the cost of production and destribution; secondly, 
as they help in siaking prodxKrtion processes econonical by 
increasing the llaits of learket. 
All the developing countries of today realised that indus-
trialisation is an inportant mean to achieve national prosperity' 
But to run the industries profitably and ssKJOthly, the required 
raw BBaterials should be brought to the oianufacturing centres by 
the cheapest neans of transportation. **Failure to provide raw 
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materials In tlae to an Industry can lead to the closure of 
industry, and* therefore, a considerable reduction in production 
g 
and ecoQoiaic gains." 
2n India, i t was noticed towards tV« end of five-year Plan 
that transport inadequacy had forced some of the big industries, 
e i ther to cut their production or to switchover to o i l because 
o£ the lack of coal . Coal was available but could not be 
deltrered at the right t ine dtse to shortage of wagons. 
To give another example, the Zaalaian economy in 1976, was 
effected due to the collapse of copper prices; a Marginal gain 
fron inprored copper production was achieved through intense 
national ef fort but i t was wiped out by transport problems. An 
edi tor ia l in Hiaduatan Tines noted that "as a land-locked country. 
S^aabia's cwtlet to the sea has been through Dar<»es-Salam in tim 
east and the Angolan port of lobito in the west. The Angolan 
fighting has practical ly put lobito out of zaiii>ian use, special ly 
with the UNXTA-controlled Benguela railimy having gone out of 
o 
cosmissionf Dar-es-salam i s thrott led by congestion.** Obviously, 
these were problems which were beyond the control of the 
Z«rit>ian Government, 
As for a ir transport, i t has been instrunental in increasing 
our knowledge by topographical mapping and exploration, and has 
helped us in using our enviironment wisely. But more importantly, 
i t i s a direct force in econoxiic production, by creating close space 
8 ibid., p.14. 
9 'Opting for Finmess*. The Hindustan Times. February 4, 1976. 
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rtlationohipa and d«T«lopifi9 regional «coiU3Biiea, and brinyijag 
naw valuea on t ) ^ world nap. The atatas touohlnQ tha saa ahoraa 
h«nre tha opportunity of developing 'naritiiM* a c t i v i t i e s such 
as aea troirel and trade« but those %fhich are land-locked are 
largely deniesd t h i s opportunity and are forced to become 
'continental*. Air transport hare opened a new era for the 
countries which are continental* because, in e f fect i t i s 
both 'maritime* and 'continental*. 
2 . Po l i t i ca l s t a b i l i t y and Instabi l i ty 
Resulting frosi Transport 
The Bteans of transportation constitute a necessary elevnant 
of national po%fer. To gire a b io logical analogy, they furretion as 
• e i n s and arteries for the novenent of people and equipnent and 
thus cohere the s ta t e . Defence i s not possible without the 
f a c i l i t y of moving persoos and equipoent frc^ n one part of a 
country to the other. "Throu^ i^ UKit history*, as <A>served by 
I'Aiittlesey. "periods of p o l i t i c a l disintegration ha^ ra generally 
coincided with tiioes when transport was slow, <Umgerous and 
costly.** Thus a deiveloped transport o»t, whether of road or 
r a i l , i s a pre-requisite t o national unity. Hence, i t was 
further noted by Whittlesey that "Efficient transportation 
consolidates p o l i t i c a l areas, whether the ftoman Empire or the 
united s ta tes of America* The lack of ready aeans of circulatUm 
10 Whittlesey, D., The Sarth and the s tate (New York, 1944). 
p . 8 . 
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is a source of political utakneas wh«t«ver the density of 
populAtlcm.'* 
Countries with large areas and sisable populations often 
consist of distinct natural aiK3 eeonosiic regions. These regions 
differ in character, but share a coimaon mintre of political 
po%#er. aach states are held together by effective ineans of 
transportaticm, generally roads and railways. Taking a historical 
perspective, %ie may say that **before the railroad era, building 
canals and iHqproving nmrigation on rivers was tlw nost vital 
12 issiw in national political life." 
Dcnreloped states possess a net of both roads and railways, 
radiating from the capital to all parts of the country, France, 
Great Britain, the U.S.S.K. and mdia being scMe of tlie exasiples. 
In underdeveloped states, the conpletion of a line, or lines, is 
often a pre-reqitisite of political unity. 
we nay note that the conpletion of both the Canadian and 
the Australian Federation was continfant upon the extension of 
the road and railway systens to the most westerly parts of the 
territeriea. Before the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, a 
railroad was built fron Moscow to the Ural htountains and thence 
across Siberia to Vladivastok. After the Revolution this line 
was double<-traeked, suiq;>leraented by a net of branch lines, and 
made more effective. In China, idiere road and rail construction 
had al««ay8 been slight, the new aiKS highly centralised unity 
11 ibid., p. 11 
12 ibid. 
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under the ccNnninlet role is leadiny to a hig^gmv progtatmm of 
road and rail constructions, la the united states the slow 
westward extension of the roads and rails was a kind of syiii>ol, 
illustrating the growing unity of the territory of the United 
States. That it was 1K> recognise in the united states is attested 
by the stateiaent of George viashingtoni "Open all conminications 
which nature has afforded between the Atlantic states and the 
Western territory, and encourage the use of them to the utnost... 
sure I an tl^re is no other tie by i^ich they will long fom a 
link in the Chain of F<i^ teral lAiion.** The eonpletion, in 1669, 
at Pronontory Point, uttah, of the first transcontinental railro^ 
was of more than pr««tical Importance. It was a sj^ adbol that the 
"aanifest destiny" had been achieved. siKllarly, Cecil Rhodes' 
vision of a raili#ay from the Cape to Cairo, never realised, and 
possibly never to be realised, was part of the dream of tihite 
hegemony over Africa. 
It may be noted that the greatest railway construction took 
place during the a ^ of colonial expansion. Ta the beginning and 
for a long tine the construction and expansion of the railways 
helped colonilisB. but in the end produced the conditions that 
destroyed it. 
The role of railways in giving a practical and functional 
unity of a state is supplemented by the role of roads and 
waterways. Roads are more flexible than railways; they can 
13 As cited in Transportation and PBiltics by Molfe, R.Z., 
(London 1963}, p.49. 
14 lbid.« p. 77. 
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negotiattt steeper gradiants, can be eoaetructed mote quickly and 
cheaply. 
Da a iindeztfereloped country, the development of traneportation 
network falls into a few leases. In the first j^ase* a aajor 
line for penetration eaerges frc» the sea coast to the interior. 
Later* around the penetration line MK»H^ary lines evolve. 
Finally a developed notifork coamm into being. 
The notive for building lines of penetration also vary. Taaffe 
and others discerned three motives in this connection. Firstly, 
to <»onnect the adninistrative centre on the sea coast for political 
and nilitary control, secondly, to reach the exploitable areas 
for valuable minerals. Thirdly, to reach areas of the potential 
15 
agriculture export production. 
E^ oonds has emphasised the fact that there are "strategic 
roads" and "strategic railways" which strengthen the military 
16 
power. TlMse supply liiM»s are essential for effective defence. 
The dtisacles of N.B.F.A,. and Ledakh highlighted the basic fact 
that the transport system was not up to the mark both in battle 
17 
Bone and in i t s hinterland. 
The s t a b i l i t y of the international boundary i s often sui^ported 
by roads and railways. The s i x Canadian provinces, for example, 
15 Taaffe, B.J. e t a l . , "Transport Sxpansion in tjaderdeveloped 
Countries: A eooqparative analysis", Geooraphical Review. 
V. 53, 1963, p. 506. 
16 Pounds, N.J.G., Po l i t i ca l Geooraphy (Nsw York, 1963), p. 166. 
17 Chofora, M.K., flndia, the Search for Power (N»w Delhi, 1969), 
p. 796. 
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were dra%m into a "aore perfect union", with the completion of 
18 the transcontinental railroad, %Aiich mtt cmly pro r^ed an eccMoomic 
aS well as po l i t i ca l succress* but also generated the basic pattern 
of transportation in Canada, 
The p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y of India during the British period 
was very mch the result of the network of railways and roads 
l ^ i l t by the new rulers . It helped in the enforceaent of law and 
order and laid down the base for an economic order, however, 
exploitat ive i t nay have been. It also brought a sense of unity 
and« for the f i r s t tisne in history, enabled Indians to ^ t away 
froB their native v i l l a g e s and nix-up with the ir fellow countrynen 
19 l iv ing at long distances. It gave birth to a national feel ing 
which in due course of time turned into natlonalisR< and gave 
birth to a nighty Hnvenent for independence. 
"Without transportation l ines*, as observed by Whittlesey, 
"the central goremnent cannot imster the resources on which 
i t Blast rely to dispatch troops to put down insurrections, to 
succor the famine-striken with gcain from d i s t r i c t s of plenty^ or 
20 
t4> ward off invaders." 
long way back, during second world War Whittlesey predicted 
that "China has lacked the power or has missed the 0];:^ }ortunity to 
biiM3 itself into a firm unit with steel. It seems likely that 
real unity will be delayed until an adequate transportation 
system h&a been constructed. Quite possibly this will be done, 
18 Whittlesey, D., op.cit., p. 13. 
19 ibid., p. 16. 
20 ibid.pp. 77-78. 
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as it has been d<x)e in India by an outside pofmr,** Whittlesey's 
colonial approach was belied but When China became indepentent 
it did pay attenti^ to the jNrovision of a network of adequate 
means of transport. The ptogx^na laade by the country is a well 
known story. 
Xn Octoiber 1971, a clear case cane up during India-F«kistan 
War. Due to inadequate means of transportation for the supply of 
goods to the fighting troops in East Ptkistan, the eastern wing 
of Pakistan was lost. Pakistan was helpless at that tjjas 
because all the supply soutes through air and mta were blocked by 
the Indian troops. After 25 years of the creation of Pakistan, it 
%fas proved that there was no stability and unity in the two wings 
on account of geographical distances. The most effective factor 
for diswiity was the distance and inadequate means of transportation, 
If we examine the Kaslwir dispute, it seems that Kastu&ir cannot 
be separated frc»i mdia because the links between Kashmir and the 
rest of Indian Republic have become so strong in the form of 
social and economic exchanges thn>ugh the means of transport that 
the aspirations of the Kashmiri people are now definitely oriented 
and they now think themselves as an integral part of India. 
3. Transport as a Unifying Force 
The surface of the earth is not homogeneous and various 
resources on and below it are tmequally distributed, if oam 
21 ibid. 
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Gaspares the world naps of resource and population he can eas i ly 
see that in some places while the resources are plantiful« the 
population i s flKsanty. Such iiribalances occur due t o lack of 
transport f a c i l i t i e s . If transport f a c i l i t i e s are provided in 
such areas* people nigrate fron thickly populated parts and 
s e t t l e down in the atttas with resources. Transport f a c i l i t i e s 
always stimulate the nobi l i ty of labour, the noiNiment of 
personnel, c loser contacts anong nations and individuals, and 
in a real sense contribute to the p o l i t i c a l unif icat ion. The net 
result of such novenent i s location of industries* special isat ion, 
increased volume of production &w& trade, e<|ualisation of prices, 
supplies and divers i f icat ion of consunptlon. 
Zn a big developing country such as India, i t can be eas i ly 
seen that there i s regional isbalance in the factors of 
production. There i s a remarkable coiKsentration of the best 
quality coal and ixon in the north-eastern part of t)Mi country. 
Most of the Gvther areas are not so fortunate in respect of these 
two raw naterials* ^ t th i s draw-back has been ninimise to a 
great extent by speedy neans of transportation. Dndustries 
located at Delhi, Gamiab^ or Faridabad which are quite distant 
fron the sources of coal and iron get these supplies through 
ra i l s or roads. Moreover, transport has enabled certain 
industries such as cotton t e x t i l e s , cenent and ehenicals to 
supply the ir products to distant aazicets. 
It nay be said that with the help of transportation f a c i l i t i e s 
laan ia extending the area of his usable %rorld and reducing the area 
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of sparse population. The various neans of transportation have 
imlfled ths physical landscape — mountains* deserts, valleys 
and so on —> and surnount hurdly which «fere hard to overcoiae 
in the past. 
lycanples are many. In China, before the completion of Burma 
Boad, there vaa need for a connecting otedla between the two 
important natural refrions, namely, the Red Basin of Ssechwan 
and the High Southwestern Plateeux. 
Similarly, the Australian Oovenuaent took a decision as 
late as 1933, to build a more CMmtral railvoad from south to north. 
to serve the purpose of linking the habitable peri{A)eral se^aents 
of the country to such areas which were sparsely populated. It 
was hoped that it will help in the emergence of settlement there. 
Another New world country, Brasil, has a large area about 
the sise of Canada, but with a population more than four times 
that of Canada. It has pockets of population separated by long 
distances. A plentiful rainfall feeding the streams, has provided 
omnrtunities for river transportation, which has played a 
significant cole in the development of the cmintry. Most of the 
cities are either close to the sea coast or are on the banks of 
rivers. 
It is a truism that the total unification of a country is not 
possible without the development of rails, road and air transport. 
Transport also binds together areas with densities of 
population. One could, for example, take the case of the Soviet 
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Ittilcm* whsre the people wave out, %ihether of the ir own w i l l or 
because of o f f i c i a l pressure to distant places . Soviet men and 
tronen accept posts at such places which are in their new 
22 frontiers or in the Virgin Lands, for exaiaple the val ley of 
Angara in Far East ."When th« Trans-Siberian Railroad was built 
at the turn of this century, it opeoid a new era and provided 
23 Russia's pioneer fringe with all-weather mstsa transportation." 
This internal mass nigration gave unification to those areas 
which were sparsely populatcnS but "Xntemal migration in Soviet 
24 Union i s not as dramatic today as i t was in the early 1900s." 
Finally, to SIKW how transportation i s e f fect ive for po l i t i ca l 
unif ication, exanple nay be taken fron Indian po l i t i ca l history. 
25 As obsoxved by Whittlesey, in spi te of the e f forts of nany 
centuries* the low lying areas of plains and h i l l s to south of the 
mountains were never p o l i t i c a l l y unified unt i l the end of Moghul 
rule in seventeenth 0!intury. The Moglmls succeeded in holding i t 
for s<»ne centuries due to the well maintained east-west hi^iway 
across the northern plains, fron ^ i c h branch roads ran 
southward into the pwiinsula. Howwer, t o t a l unification was 
not achieved because during their rule the region was perforated 
by several tributary s t a t e s . With the coming of the Buropeans, 
unification started in sereral ways. *The f i r s t unification 
ef fect ive over a considerable period was accomplished by the 
22 Kish, G., "Rail-Ros^ Passenger Transport in the soviet Union", 
Geograi^ical Review, Vol.53, 1963, p.363. 
23 ib id . 
24 ib id . 
25 Whittlesey, D., o p . c i t . , p. 16. 
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Bri t i sh . Though British dcmination becaua in 1757, i t was 
not Zndia«wids unt i l a century later, when Brit ish Jxn&ijx 
was created and eff€K;tive Brit ish suserainty avx the (princely) 
States was established (leSS)." It vas achieved through 
a good network of r a i l s and road a l l over the country. That the 
coordination between the various nodes of transport l e f t mich to 
be desired i s anotlwr matter. 
26 ib id . 
Chapter 3 
SKffilZFICANCE OF TRANSPORT IN ZNTERNAT XONAL 
POLITICS 
Transportation within a country is developed to satisfy 
a variety of requiresetnts — ee<moR)ic« administrative, political 
and social —^the first sMntioned bein^ the most important. 
Hoiiever* transportation anMigst countries has also become 
increasingly is^ sortant, and as it relates to the flow and 
exchange of goods and ideas amongst the countries of the world, 
it plays a very significant role, directly as well as indirectly, 
in international polities. 
The significance of transport in international politics 
may have many angles. These may however be grouped under t%«o 
broad heads* namely* (1) Strategic and (2) se<momic. Mhile the 
strategic significance may be military or non-military or both, 
the ec^momic significance* which far out%ieighs strategic significance, 
may be viewed on the basis of economy and trade—both national 
and international. All these f^:tors help or hinder international 
relations, or for that matter international politics, as we 
shall see in the following discussion. 
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1. Strata^lc Significance of Transport 
The strategic significance of transport whether i t i s 
military or non>^ilitary bee<Mnes a crucial matter when the state 
the cc^Msion of the various parts of which i t i s constituted. 
This cohesion and unity can be ^Kmred by lijtes of commaaications 
and aeans of transportation. vm are so aecustcwied nowadays to 
think of transportation as serving econoisic and social ends that 
we often neglect i t s s trategic and po l i t i ca l purpose, m fact, 
in the ear l i er tistts the prlnary purpose of building roads and 
r a i l s was p o l i t i c a l and ai i l i tary. Taaffe and others have 
described three raotives for the developnent of roads, aiaongst 
which the most Isiportant i s to connect the ^teinistrat ive 
centre with other parts of the country for po l i t i ca l ai^ Riilitary 
2 
cwitrol . 
It may not be out of place to sMsntion some of the strategic 
roads, r a i l s and canals which were b a i l t in t t « past .(see Map No.l ) . 
The great highway bu i l t by l^rius the Great, prdbably the 
f i r s t najor road bui l t by man, formed the greatly strategic 
central artery of the Psrsian Ssq>ire. The great net%iork of roads 
constructed by the Ronans, which were long, straight and 
s trategical ly located, were military highways in essence, binding 
together the component parts of the widesinread Empire. 
1 See Chapter II, Pol i t ica l Stabi l i ty and Instabi l i ty Resulting from Transport, p. 37-42. 
2 For reference see F.N.15, Chapter I I . 
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The extensive network of roads in Prance, f ixs t laid down 
by Hapoleon, was bui l t and naintained, fundaiaentally, for 
strategic purposes. 
The reagnificAent atttobahanen or arter ia l highways bui l t by 
the Hesis in Germany during the inter-war period were aligned 
mainly east-tiest and were constructed with one primary ain in 
view — to f u l f i l l ittilitary mm«d». 
The Brit ish Govemiaent purchased the shares in the sues 
Canal Conpany only due to the strategic reguirenent to control 
their eastern colonies . 
Besides these, there are many roads and railways in the world 
which were bui l t primarily with strategic and po l i t i ca l motivation 
but with the passage of time and changing requirements they changed 
their function to become busy and important trade routes. As for 
example, the Roman roads which have been adopted by many of the 
great highways of Europe. General w«de*s military roads in 
scbtland, the Trans-Siberian and the Trans-Caspian railways in the 
soviet imion and tl^t Alaska (Alcan)Highway (built during the last 
war), a l l were military in origin, but now function as cc^mercial 
rcKites • 
Back home we have an example how our country was hampez^d in 
its defence in the recent past. During the Chinese aggression, 
we became painfully aware that in the regions of Ladakh and NEFA 
against China in 1962, the existing transport was insufficient 
3 Cited in Htpan Geoorat^. by Robinson, H. (London, 1969}, 
pp. 146-147, 
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and mlarebly inad«q(uat6 to supply the rmqaizmumnts of fighting 
troops in these regions. The Indian Gorenunent iras foreed to 
give topmost priority to the provision of better links with 
these regions. 
It i s well known that sonae countries enjoy great strategic 
advantage b4K:aase of tlHiir eomoand of important routeways. 
Oennark controls the sound* the principal sea entrance t o the 
Balt ic; Turkey controls the Bosphorus-Dardanelles entrance 
and e x i t of the Black sea; Egypt controls the Sues Canal, the 
shortest cut to the East — a l l of them stand at decided 
advantage. On the c«aitrary, countries «^ich are land-locked or 
are d e n i ^ the use of s trategic passages are d i s t inc t ly handicapped. 
Sons examples of such countries arei Israel which i s denied 
the use of the jMea Canal* Aidia which i s denied road linkage to 
Tibet and Central Asia, Afghanistan which i s denied trans i t 
f a c i l i t i e s through Pakistan, and Zanbia which has to seek outlet 
to the sea through Dar-es-Salam in the east and through the 
Angolan port of Lobito in the west. The <tonial of passage by 
the control lers only too often create d i f f i c u l t i e s for the 
deprived. There also innumerable instances of i^iere controllers 
pressurise the users for the ir own po l i t i ca l influence. 
Another Important aspect of transportation relates to a ir 
routes and a ir space. The importiuace o£ the use of aircraft in 
peace time need not be aver-«mphasi»ed. It has completely 
4 Chopra, M.K., mdia.the search for Bower (New Delhi, 1969), 
p. 196. 
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rsvolutionised warfare. Fear of aircraft for i t s role not only 
in bonloing bat also io apying* has led the s ta tes to |»robibit 
the flyioQ of foreign aircraft oirer their own t e r r i t o r i e s , 
exceptinQ such flifi^ts which are regular or scheduled through 
agreeHNints and arrangesieats« 
The insecurity invoked by aircraft i s a rather new phenoiMenon 
in hiaaan history. Tim pr ia i t ive nan had a transport which was 
crude* simple and rather innocuous, later on transport iMcane 
speedier and niore e f f i c i e n t . Today, however, i t i s not only super-
fast but can be dangerously aggressive, as for exaoqple, super Jets , 
Air Misi les, s.L.B.M. and so on, in ear l i er tisMis the nodes of 
transport were slow and f e a s i b i l i t y of various nodes of transport 
was determined by the natural hiaderiuices. As we know, a ir 
transport i s fast and does not know barriers . It i s changing the 
t ine and distance ratio for sttn and forces hln to revise his 
concepts of world strategy. Such changes do v i t a l l y affect 
international p o l i t i c s . 
Progress to the f i e ld of transportation during the past 
hundred years or so had radically changed the world. There 
are few unknown and ioacHsessible spots l e f t on the earth. One 
stay say that the earth's atiROsitiere has been criss-crossed 
with thoroughfares in a l l directions t o such an extent that 
there i s no terra i n c o ^ i t a l e f t on the earth. 
f«Ofyatinsky has rightly observed that a ir transport has reduced 
the longest world journeys to a Matter of hours, as for exaoiple 
today Hew York i s c loser to Tokyo than i t was t o f^iladelphia 
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in the days of the Thlrt«on Colonies. 
Air transport has greatly affected the location of \izi>an 
centres. In the past when rivers provided the easiest and the 
most Important neans of transport, big cities and capitals of 
the states were usually located on or near the baitics of rivers. 
With the advaiK^ e of technological revolution and the snechenlxa-
tlon of land transport big cities and capitals cane to be located 
In the Interior of the ccmntrles# even a«my fr<»n rivers. The advent 
of air transport has further changed the situatlmi. 
Air transport has changed the concept of world strategy. 
Macklnder presented his *Heartland Theory' In the beginning of 
this century when air power was little ^ kweloped. The keynote 
of his theory was land transport. Similarly, Spykman and Mahan 
emphasised the Importance of sea transport as against lan^ 
transport, but they too had little awareness of the potentialities 
of air power. In the present 'Air Age' these old theories of 
world strategy have lost much of their relevance. 
we may recall that for centuries the Mediterranean Sea was 
am Important media In the Interlinking of Asia, Africa and Surope 
to which,at a later date, were added the Americas via the Atlantic. 
Thus the Mediterranean Atlantic route became the busiest sea route 
of the world. However, this route Is not the shortest between 
Surasla and North America, for the shortest distance between two 
places on the globe Is along the Great Circle (See Map No- 2). 
With the development of air routes the Arctic Ocean may gain 
a etrateglc significance similar to that of the Mediterranean. 
S woyntlnsky, w.s.. and E.S., world CocBmrce and Governments: 
Trends and Outlooks (New York, 1955), pp. 305-6, 
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It Is obvious that tha strategix: significance of transport 
has a great deal to do with international re lat ions . 
3 . Beonooiic significwice of 
Transport 
As said ear l ier , transport has a great econ<»iic significance. 
It generates and aoves the eeonony. vie nay consider the 
ec«aioKtic significance of transport with respect to (a) national 
and mtemational j^ oncNOf and (b) National and international 
Trade, and later on exainine i t s e f fect on interiMtional 
relat ions• 
(a) National and Dntenaational EeoncMqr 
A munber of hunan occupations and aet i ir i t ies such as those 
in the f ie lds as agriculture, nining. Manufacturing, trading and 
transportation prooote the eeonony of any given country. It i s 
davious that the magnitude of the a c t i v i t i e s d i f fers frc^ 
country to country and because of the ir uneven distribution 
countries are usually o b l i f ^ to seek nutual cooperation. This 
process of cooperatiexn asmag the nations, tthich isay have different 
po l i t i ca l and soc ia l systems, necess i tates the recognition of 
the principle of peaceful coexistence. Soeh recognition in 
international p o l i t i c s leads to the development of international 
relaticms. 
The process of e c o i ^ i c cooperation, as a rule, i s fac i l i tated 
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and strangthened by thm different nsans of tranaportation. In 
a in i lar words, neans of transportation being tha eountrias in 
c loser contact and h«Xp them in undarstanding aaeb othar. 
Tbe presant trida gap in tba aconoiny of davalopad aiMS 
developing countries i s largely tbe result of past coloniallsB 
wbicb bad doninatad tbe world in tbe las t two centuries . Tbe 
industrial Revolution placed certain countries, mostly 
European, in an advantageous position and tbey subjugate! 
a lsost a l l tbe countries of Asia, Surope and Latin America in 
tbeir guest for raw material and laarket. If one looks at tbe 
world nap of 'resource distribution ai^ trade' , be %K>uld find 
tbat most of tbe raw materials are derived from developing 
countries and are exported to industrialised countries, wbich 
manufacture and export finisbed goods sucb as t e x t i l e s , 
macbine tools* engineering and electronic goods, f e r t i l i i ^ r s 
and w€ir weapons. A large part of tbese exports goes to the 
developing countries which need tbem but are not themselves in 
a position to produce tbem. Even those developing countries 
which «ri>ark on a course of rec^tistruction of tbeir econosiy, are 
obliged, in tbe i n i t i a l phases, to import necessary machines 
and too l s as wall as technical know-how. 
Regional econcMoic cooperation on a large scale i s a rather 
recent i^nomenon in international trade. It certainly has 
far-reaching consequences in international p o l i t i c s . One may 
recal l tbe case of tbe tbirtythree European countries, which 
decided to hoM a ConfereiKW on "Secocity and Cooperation in 
ss 
Europe", at HBlslnki in the susBner of 1971. i t was thsn said 
that coIlActivc %K>rk s^Kiuld be done 
t o noraalisft and strangthen Intor-state relations on 
the basis of recognition of the priiK:iple of mutually 
respacting each others sovereignty, reininciation of 
use ol^  threat of force, non-interference in each 
others internal a f fa irs , respect for t err i tor ia l integrity 
and inv io lab i l i ty of border. . . notwithstanding the 
exis t ing differences in the ir po l i c i e s , ideologies and 
socio<-econo»ic systens. 
In the text of the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, i t 
was stated that the participants were 
convinced that the growing economic interdependence in 
the world induces a more effective, common effort for 
resolving the fundamental world economic problems... and 
tlws underlines the need for helping the growth of durable 
and Just international economic relations which will 
contribute to the long term and many sided economic 
7 
growth of all the countries. 
The participants in this c<mference also expressed their 
intention to achlave and develop cooperation in economic, 
scientific and technical spheres and in preserving the 
environment. 
The main principles of inter-state relations as evolved at 
the European Conference have a significance not only for those 
6 chaufrin« G,, Economic Cooperation and Collective Security in 
Asia (New Delhi, 1976), p. ix. 
7 "The Conference on security and Cooperation in Europe; The 
Final Msf*, Praevda^  Moscow, 2 August, 1975. 
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who participated In i t but alao for the rest o£ the world 
which l i a s outside the 'Free Trade Zone' and has to bear the 
consequences of the European Conmon Market. Hotisver, there 
i s a lesson for the developing countries to ain at regional 
cooperation and good neighbourly relat ions in their own 
spheres* 
tAifertunately« atteaipts at regional cooperation in the 
developing countries or *The Third world' have not net with 
nutch success, although i t i s realiiMKS by a l l that such attempts 
in Aaia« Africa and Latin Aseriea could have a great e f fect on 
the econcmy of the newly independent developing countries. 
It i s generally understood that the Aweloping countries 
cannot attain econonic independence without creating an infra-
structure of a nodern industrial cosqplex. There i s an ever-
increasing den^nd for minerals, auMShines, instruB«nts, metals, 
petrolemi products, f e r t i l i s e r s and so on and these eatmot be 
f u l f i l l e d without one of the basic elements of the infra-
structure, namely, an e f f i c i ent and cheap means of transport. 
XtMteed, tlMi problena of transport i s not only basic but ex i s t s 
at a l l l eve l s of development. 
As ear l ier said, the need for regional cooperation in the 
Third M»rld i s realised by a l l . The General Secretary of the 
Central Ccunnittee of the CPSU, L.I. Brestaaev, addressing a 
jo int s i t t i n g of t ) ^ Lower and Upper Houses of the li»3ian 
Parliament on 29th Nov«rt>er, 1973, cal led the plauns of regional 
cooperation in Asia as **one of the interesting i n i t i a t i v e s 
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inspired by a concern for Asia's psaoiful £uturs. Ths 
developing countrias had realised this fact ORieh earlier and 
Even in the forties, i.e., soon after they attained 
political independence, the developing countries took 
up the question of nutual cooperation in the fields of 
production and transportation because they realised 
the necessity of tackling Jointly the oonplex problems 
of national economic developnient and rapidly achieving 
the economic goals of their national liberation 
9 
movement. 
Me may note certain significant attempts at regional coopera-
tion in the developing world. These are merely examples but they 
may indicate the scope in this field. In March, 1974, the 
delegations of Iraq and India concluded in New Delhi an agreement 
on expansion of natevel ecmKMBic cooperation in industrial 
production. The Indian side agreed to provide assistance to 
Iraq in building a steel plant. Another xndo-Iraqi Joint venture 
is envisaged as a plant for extraction of bauxite, the 
products of which will be bought by Iraq. Iraq is cosenitted to 
provide India the required credits for the construction of the 
plant and a carrier for extracting iron ore in Donimalai 
(Kamataka). Indian specialists have begun to survey an area 
of approximately 360 km in the vicinity of Basra in Iraq, in 
search of oil. According to indo-Iraqi agreement, if commrcial 
e Jjatkoid llvich Breshnav's Visit to todia (lloseow, 1973), p.e3. 
9 Chaufrin, G.,op. cit., pp. 32^33. 
10 Financial Bxpress, New Delhi, 29 March, 1974. 
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resexves o£ o i l are struck in t h i s region, India v i l l be enti t led 
11 to buy i>arts of these resenrea on preferential t enm. "^  several 
other ttgreenents have been concluded between various countries. 
For instance^ India and s r i Z«nka have forged b i - l a t era l t i e s 
for economic cooperation. 
SJjeilarly, Iran i s seeking industrial cooperation with 
developing cmuitries on a b i - l a t era l b a s i s . In view of Iran's 
requireawnt of paper, tvo pulp and paper plants are planned to 
be established in India with a ready capacity of 100,000 tons. 
A s isable part of the pr«)duction« according to the agreenent, 
12 
would go to Iran. 
R«cently« India's Minister of s tate for Banking and Revemie 
expressed the view that there are gooA prospects for greater 
industrial cooperation bettreen Dndia and the united Arab 
Enirates, and that identif icat ion of the projects and the sode 
of Indian participation wcMild be worked out in d e t a i l . Various 
fiidian agencies are already working in t h i s direction and i t i s 
reported that a proposal for the establishment of a s t e e l 
eoMplex i s already on the anvi l . Abu I^abi i9 already providing 
assistance for a hydro~electric plant at Ri8hikesh«<?arhwal. It 
may be further mentioned that India i s participating in a nuober 
of c i v i l constructi^i projects in the United Arab Emirates. 
For large scale ec<momic cooperation among developing 
11 national Heralds liew Delhi, 14 August, 1975. 
12 Financial express. New Delhi« 2 October, 197S. 
13 "Ilodp-Arikb*, The »»y_Ar«b, Vol.IV, No.l and 2, (Mew Delhi, 
January-February, 1977), p. 3 . 
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countries, tho ptavinion of ad«cpat« transport i s a prerequisite. 
At present, they generally do not have enough transport f a c i l i t i e s 
t o ioisure internal as %fell as external movement of goods. Very 
often i t i s found that the exis t ing net-work of roads and ra i l s 
i s not only insufficient but also uneconomic. This i s so because, 
in the colonial period^nost of the transport l ines %#ere 
i n i t i a l l y developed by the colonial powers for military, po l i t i ca l 
or administrative purposes rather than for econonic reasons. 
Even when the ecasomic motive was uppermost, the transport net-work 
was designed for the movement of a limited range of primary 
products* (STviously, a transport net-work based on such considera-
t ions i s not suitable e i ther for the internal exchange of locally 
produced goods or for the distribution of imports obtained from 
overseas. Writing about tropical Africa, for example, one 
writer has aptly remarked that "Almost nowhere in (this region) 
i s there a fu l ly integrated transport eoaq;>lex permitting a rational 
se lect ion of either road, ra i l or air transport".^* 
ncm that most of the developing countries are free from 
colcMiial domination or influence, they have begun to real ise 
the importance of transport for economic dtevelopntent and are 
coming with agreements to establ ish inter-s tate transport 
net%K>r)cs. As for example, Turkey, Iran and Pakistan have decided 
to build a road, which w i l l serve as an international highway 
pronoting trade and economic t i e s among the participating 
14 Milling, D«« and Hoyle, B.S., **seaports and the economic 
DevelopB»nts in Tropical Afldea**, in aeaporta and Development 
in Tropical Africa, eds . Hoyle, B . s . and Hill ing, D. (Macmilian Co. Z^td., 1970), p .3 . 
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countries. It i s now reported that t h i s proJe<rt iicmld be 
exteiuSad to build a c<mtiniiOtts road%fair lE's^ o" fotitheftst Asia 
to l^ uDope. 
AnotlMir exanqple i s that of a i»roJect by Arab Iteononic tttiity 
Council, which enrisages a Joint ecmpany to transport goods 
by vehic les anong the Arab countries. It was disclosed by 
Dr. Abdul Aaal Stucp^n, Secretary General of the Council, that 
the profit earned by the company wcmld be distributed according 
to shares owned by the subscribers in each Arab country, studies 
conducted in th i s region has shown that Saudi Arabia, the Gulf 
States* Iraq and Jordan depend on the import of food stuffs 
and other connodities through the Syrian and lirilMMfiese ports and 
Port Said. According to Dr. 8a<|c»an, the voltnae of the isqported 
goods and food s tuf fs has been aaauming ever greater proporticms 
and the present transport f a c i l i t i e s are now proving insuff ic ient . 
According to the la tes t s t a t i s t i c s nade available by the Arab 
Economic Unity <^uncil, the goods imported la s t year through 
Syria alone for a s ingle rttigHbouring country amounted to 700 000 
tCMones, necessitating 50,000 tr ips from the ports to delivery 
15 points* The necessity of a road network i s obvious. 
It i s understandable that due to lack of adequate means of 
transport within and among the developing countries, the 
achievement in the f i e ld of traOm, industry, finance and so on, 
have remained limited and may remain so unt i l the developing 
15 ''Development", The Mew Arab, Vol. IV, Kto.l and 2, (New Delhi, " H»
January-February, 1977), p. 7. 
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countries are CKiuipped with adequate neana of transport. 
The developnent of transport in the developing countries 
i s a pre^cequisite of their progress. Cliattfriii, the autlK>r 
of accMBOiBic Cooperation and Collective security in Asia« has 
remarked that withcwt adequate transport co l l ec t ive security 
and radical iaproveiaent in the l ines of the masses w i l l be 
d i f f i c u l t to achieve, for transport i s 'ttm formative po«Mir of 
eccNoonic growth.. . A lack of transport f a c i l i t i e s i s . . . a 
nuijor deterrent to rapid eccmonie growth and soc ia l progress". 
The flow of transport i s l ike the flow of blood in human 
body. But tlw analogy ends there for transport assuiaes so 
many forms that i t i s d i f f i c u l t to assess i t s t o t a l i t y , especial ly 
in the developing countries. Figures for railways and roads 
provide a very incomplete picture for they neglect many it«»RS 
such as b icyc les , draft animals, small boats and bullock carts . 
Yet these are iN»ry inqportant forms of transport in developing 
countries. Indeed, in India where roeds are very poor, bullock 
carts may s t i l l be carrying more freight than railways. 
Transport i s c lose ly linked and i s also a part of the 
economy. I ts ava i lab i l i ty or non-availabil ity t e l l s upon regional 
development and c<»iaeguently upon regional p o l i t i c a l re lat ions . 
AS for transport within each of the <teveloping countries, 
we may quote from Kyrdalt 
the continued r i se in goods and passenger transport 
and the rapid increase in capacity are indispensible 
16 See, £n. No. 9, pp. 1-2. 
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conditions for economic proQr«sa« not only by wlctenlnQ 
the Biarket but by breaking doim regional Isolation as 
well. One difficulty, of course. Is the heavy 
concentration of transport facilities in urbanised 
areas. Until the vast rural areas are brought within 
the nettiork of improved transportation* regional 
inequalities will widen and backwash effects will help 
perpetuate rural poverty. Industry will then 
continue to be of an enclave character even though under 
17 
control of indigenous personnel. 
The above discussion shows that the presence or absence of 
transport greatly affects the national as well as international 
econ^vy, %#hieh in turn affects international relations. 
(b) national ond 2htemational Trade 
The cooqplicated and intricate econosUcs of our civilisation 
depends upon production and exchange of goods. It hardly needs 
BMintion that with the i^provenent of technology regional 
specialisations in ecmionlc production have become a very 
common i^ ienomeiion. That some of the countries have abundant 
natural resources of one kind or more, and have also the means 
to develop them, while others do not enjoy the same opportunities 
is also well known. This obviously necessitates a flow of goods, 
raw as %Mtll as finished. The flow of goods calls for better 
links WM>ngst countries through various means of transport. 
17 Myidal, G,, Asi^ ^^^^ ^AST^ ^ g Vl^ Pcwr^ rty 
of Motions, vol. X (London, 1968), pp. 562-63. 
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The najor portion of %forXd transport is for the seke of 
tXBde rather than passenger traffic. Trading nay be regiemal, 
national or international. For our present purpose we shall 
ccmsj^er only international trade (sKyvement of goods aeroaa 
the international boundaries). 
ICtm funeral pattern of world trade is well known and there 
is no dearth of literature and statisticftl information on this 
Ifi 
subject. The countries which are leaders in world trade are 
the lAited States of AiMiriea« the imited Kingdosi, Hisst Gemany, 
France^ Canada and the Union of soviet Socialist Russia. There 
are others whic^ are close on the heels. Now some of the 
developing countries also have a fair share in the world trade. 
Zt is generally known that the location of production 
and the direction of trade flow are determined simultaneously. 
Production is determined by possibilities for trade and ts^de 
is determined by the location of production and consumption. 
As the centres of production are generally away frcMi the 
centres of consumption markets are to be found for the produce. 
Therefore* transportation c€»sts are very significant detersdnants 
in traite. Indeed, the incidence and Intensity of trade is 
principally determined by the differences in laroduction and 
costs of transportation of goods. A good deal of geography, as 
le For exanqple see Andreas and Grotewald, L., "Sonw Geographixral 
Aspects of Zntemational Trate", Bconowic Geography. Vol. 
XXXZIX, 1957, pp. 2S7-66r U.S. and llioyiiti5Scy,B.S.« world 
Commerce and Government a. Trends and Outlook (New York, 1955) 
pp. 59«'61 and 107y Jcwes and Darkemwld, Iteoncmic Ceoorartiv 
(New York, 1965),pp. 723>6S. 
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scmeone said, la a natter of prices. 
The factors responsible for trade flov hare been studied 
19 
in depth by ectmonists an^ others« and we n e ^ not d«iell 
upon it here. 
International trade in the present day i#orld is an 
activity without which the industrial countries of the world 
cannot survive. It is also a well known fact that nost of the 
industrial countries depend for raw naterial fron other countries, 
specially of the developing world. The imitmS KlnQd<»B is a good 
case in point* for it depends upon foreign sources of raw 
20 eaaterial t o a auch greater extent than any other country. A 
similar exanple i s Japan. 
One might see eas i l y that industrial countries are generally 
dependent upcm the developing countries and the dein»loping 
countries, in turn, seek finished goods from the industrial 
ccmntries. This compulsion of dependence on each other brings 
the countries c loser and ejreates ccMBnunication channels that 
may further surve to prosK>te understanding. Trade i s largely 
an instrument of peacn and we c a l l the rmaarks made by 
Kindleberger that although trade does ccmtribute s ignif icantly 
19 See for example Morrll, R*L. and Garrison, W.L., 
"Projection of liniter-.regional Patterns of Trade in lAieat 
and rXQur** Kcooomic QeooraPhv, v o l . XXSOri, 1960, 
pp* 116-26r Jrcmes and Darkmnnild, "The Bases of inter-
national Trade", in Scooomic Geoorai^v (lisw York, 196S}, 
pp. 266-79. 
20 Jcmes, s*B.« "views of the po l i t i ca l Morld"« Geographical 
Heview. Vol. XIV, 1955, p. 321. 
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to prosperity and pttmem. I t probably has l i t t l e ef fect on the 
21 inciaeoce of war. 
However, as we have noted in the previous pages« the division 
of the world into "industrial** and "agrieultural** i s not only a 
legacy of colonial isn but i s a lso a threat to world peace. 
It i s a truisffi that trade contributes a good deal to 
regional and intematicxtal cooperation. Just as an example 
we may take India's relations with her neighbouring t#est Asian 
countries. History t e l l s us that even in the pre-industrial era 
India had c lose trading relations with these countries, in the 
present ii»3ustrial age and special ly with the independence of 
Xndia and the consequent growth of i t s economy these relations 
have multiplied. ' 
At present India ranks tenth mmtmgnt the industrial countries 
of the world and as such i t i s def in i te ly in e position to avail 
the opportunities offered by the expanding markets of the 
Gulf and vfest Asian countries. 
It may be interesting here t o ccmipare the U.S.S.R. with the 
Industrial western Countries in respect of world trade. The 
soviet union's foreign trade with i t s neigMoouring ana distant 
countries i s rather small. This i s largely Oam to the facrt that 
21 Kindleberger, C.P., Foreign Trade and the National Bc<»io«y (BoRbay, 1968)« p. 239. 
22 I ^ a l , M. and Ahnad, T.« **l%>ospeets of India's Export of 
Engineering Goods to Meet Asia", being paper presented in 
the sesAinar on "Contemporary Hest Asian Scene", Ali^arh 
Muslim university, January 28-29, 1978, p. 1. 
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in the earlier phase the soriet Gavmxtmmnt was preoccupied with 
the reconstruction of its internal economy. Its Five Year 
Plans eventually turned it into a 8uper*power. Of late* the 
soviet Governnent has realised that in the absence of transport 
linkage foreign trate cannot reach the level which is now desired. 
Hence, it has taken the decision to eactend its land, sea and 
air transport facilities to the neighbouring as well as to the 
distant countries. 
AS the Soviet union generally lacks access to warm oceans, 
historically land transport of the country has been far more 
important than the other means of transport. The table given 
below gives an idea of some of the international rail services 
maintained by the soviet uniont 
Table III 
SCVIET RAIL LINKS 
From Moscow to Distance (in km) 
• " " " " " " ^ ' . « 
Ulan Bator 3,940 
Penyang (Pyong Yong) 5,407 
3penyan>Peking 5,622 
Ulan Bator-Peking 4,951 
Bucharest 1,311 
Bucharest-Sofia 1,948 
Budapest 1,312 
Budapest-Belgrade 1,544 
wanaw 759 
Warsaw-Parague 1,222 
ilarsaw-Vienna 1,185 
Vienna-Rome 1,929 
Berlin 1,180 
Be rlin- Paris 1,888 
Berlin-Zondon ... 
Sources Kish,G., "Railroad Passenger Transport in Sovist 
Wttion", Geoorapheal Review, V.53, 1963, p.375. 
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As for ocean transport« the Soriot union has already 
developed its narltine fleet as one of the biggest In the 
world. It has now eoncluded a muritMir of Inportant agseefl»nts 
with the western countries as well as with the developing 
world. 
To sura up the discussion on interneticmal trade tl^ high 
degree of specialisation in the present world have nade the 
countries matually interdependent, in fact, the greatest 
political reality of our times is the desire of the countries 
to be politically independent but eccKxmically interdkipendent, 
^ch interdependence calls for more and more efficiemt and 
cheap imans of transport. The anrailability or oonnvrailability 
of transport ultisiately affects international polities. 
Chapter 4 
AFGHANISTAN t A CASS STIS>Y 
Oeneral 
Thet present chapter i s a prelude to the proposed doctoral 
research cm the "Transport Geography of Afghanistan", in tlui 
main, i t i s a theor i t i ca l disexission to bring about« exanine, 
c lar i fy and understand the geograi^ical significance of 
transportation. In fact , these general i t ies nay be applied 
in the case of any land-locXed country, Afghanistan being one 
such. 
Afghanistan i s situated in south-central Asia, so that 
i t has regional links and a f f i n i t i e s both with west Asia and 
Central Asia and even with south Asia. Howenrer, as i t s c l inat i c 
Cimditiims and cultural t r a i t s are more akin to Iran, i t i s often 
included in iiest Asia, Zt may be noted that the country i s 
situated on the eastem-mest extremity of the Mediterranean 
climate with rains in winter, although the amount of rainfal l 
i s very low. From thm viewpoint of human geograf^, the country 
has provided routes to lumian groups over thousands of years. 
Zt has often been invaited and i t appears that at each invasion 
the displaced people had t%fo routes of escape open to themt 
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f i x s t , flMMathwtrds through Afghanistan to the plains of India; 
s«condXy« out into the basina of Iran. Ho«««ver, the great conti> 
nental nigraticms ceased with the p o l i t i c a l developnents in 
Surasia in the eighteenth century, m fact , Afghanistan los t 
nuch of i t s fomer inportance as a cross-roads of land routes. 
The iaq^ria l i s t ic powers of the colonial era placed great 
strategic significance on Afghanistan for the country appeared 
to them as a buffer s t a t e . A significance which has lost such 
of i t s va l id i ty through the passage of t ine and which was a 
h is tor ica l bogey anyway, i s that the country was flanked by rival 
inperial powers* the Brit ish in India and the Csars in Bussia. 
Even today the ountrality of Afghanistan remains, for i t has 
isqportant countries — Iran, soviet union, china, Pakistan end 
mdia — as i t s neighbours (See Map Mo. ? } . It remains the 
potential h i f ^ a y from India t o the Middle sast and even Europe; 
a scheme for an UKiia-Europe r a i l liidc being under active consi-
deration* One B»y say that the IH>(>®'^ A1 observation by Miss Suaple 
that "the location of a country. . . i s always the supreme geographical 
fact in i t s history" applies well to the ^ n t r a l i t y of 
Afghanistan. 
It m4,ght be interesting to recal l that at ,oam stage in i t s 
history Afghanistan, a poor and a weak country, did find i t s e l f 
between the devi l and the deep sea. Mair Abdur R^ueian, who ruled 
the country in the last two decades of the nineteenth ^intury, 
1 Senile, C.C., Influence of Geoqrsjphic Eovirwaaent (Umdoa, 
1911), p. 129. 
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wrote in his biography that "this poor goat, Afghanistan, i s a 
v i e t i n at which a l ion on on^ sida and a tarribla baar from tha 
other side ara staring and raady t o swallow at the f i r s t opportunity 
afforded t o then."^ This observation was in the h i s tor ica l context 
when Brit ish iteperialisiB in India (syai»olised by l ion) waa Csarist 
Xnperialisn) in Bussia (sysfeolised as bear) were scared of each 
other. The fact however resaias that location gives a def inite 
basic characterist ic t o Afghanistan, although Meigert's general 
obsenration^ that the p o l i t i c a l value and liq;>llcation of the 
location of a country i s contiraially changing nay well apply to 
Afghanistan. 
It i s perlteps very near the truth that in the past, Afghanistan 
had very limited rescMireea, except i t s central location. The 
locati<»ial factor s t i l l regains a sajor consideration in the 
p o l i t i c a l geography of the country. Tte eiiergence of the soviet 
U&ion as a world power has oade the northern borders of Afghanistan 
iBore a l ive , while Britain's withdrawal fr<»R India in 1947, and 
later on fron East of SM»x, has reduced the pressure fron the 
south and e a s t . Afghanistan's relations with Iran and Pakistan 
are t o some extent spotted with trouble. 
rron the viewpoint of world strategy the two super powers, 
the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A., hove their interests in Afghanistan. 
The united States* recent atteoq^s to extend i t s influence into 
thJbs sector of Middle Bast t o bolster defences af^inst eoanunist 
2 Cited by Cressey, G«B. in Asia's Lands and People (London, 1951), 
p.409. 
3 Msigert, H.W., e t a l , . The Principles of Po l i t i ca l Geography (NSW York. 1957), p. 174. 
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expansion are well known. On the other hand, the orerthrow 
of Daoiid's gamnamnt has InplicatiAns which are yet to be 
unravelled. Hamever, i t seeiRS that the two great %roria powers, 
the soviet lAion conaaanding the heartland and the United states 
str iving to ccmsolidate ccmtrol of the periphery, have roosi 
here for confrontation and i t may appear to sone that a situation 
foreae«ai by Kackinder has cone into existence. 
As stated ear l ier , t h i s i s a naive or inper ia l i s t i c view. 
The truth i s that Af|^>anistati i s not a shuttle-cock in the g&am 
of bigopower p o l i t i c s . It has i t s own identity and aspirations. 
It i s aae of the developing ccmntries and as such i t has t o start 
a drive for i t s economic progress. This drive has to cone and 
has started costing, frost vigorous policy measures aimed at 
raising labour u t i l i s a t i o n and productivity in both the agricul-
tural and industrial sectors . Zt can He said in the ataam breath 
that the e f forts in ecmKsalc development involve the lurobleim of 
transport. 
The present chapter* which deals with the "Transport 
Ckiograi^ iy of Afghfl^istan", i s divided into f ive sect ions . The 
f i r s t section i s devoted to the h i s tor ica l backdrop and thus 
introduces the sal ient h i s tor ica l features of the region. The 
second section i s devoted t o the geographical se t t ing in which 
emphasis has been laid down on those features which have any 
direct or indirect bearing on one or more aspects of transport. 
The third section gives an idea of the present po l i t i ca l systen 
within the country. The fourth section examines the different 
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nodes of transport at various l«««ls — inter-regional, rural 
and uzban. The f i f th seoticwi ocmtaias a resuns of the transporta-
tion probleiRS followed by sug^st ions for improving the 
exist ing transport netiiork. we would not lose sight of the fact 
that improved transport a l so involves the various aspects of 
p o l i t i c a l interchan^ within the region. 
1. Historical Baekdrop 
The state of Afghanistan l ike any other s tate , i s a po l i t i ca l 
I^ienoiaenon developed by h is tor ica l processes operating in a 
geogra^ical enviroiuBent. The locational factors have obviously 
inparted certain politico-economic characterist ics to t h i s s ta te . 
The ear l i e s t recorded use of the naine * Afghan' i s by the 
Indian fuitrcmoner varaha Mihira (6th century A in t\m form 
"Avagana**. The Afghans proper fom a group of tr ibes speaking 
an Iranian language, Pashto, and centered, as far as the f i r s t 
records go, in the sulaiautn mountains in the east of modem 
Afghanistan. Their legendary history survives in tradit ional 
forms of which none i s smre than 500 years o ld . While i t throws 
some l ight upon their t r iba l dispersion, i t holds l i t t l e his torical 
interest for the country as a whole. There i s no evidence that 
the Afghans anciently occupii^ any areas of modern Afghanistan 
other than those in which Pashto i s spoken, and only in modem 
times have they set t led in the parts occupied by peoples such as 
Tajiks and Hasaras over whom they hold feudal domination. The 
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prcfvioualy recordad distributi<m of Pashto as the fUDadonlnatiiiQ 
local langua^ i s iron a l i t t l o north of Jalalabad in tlm 
northeast, southward t o Kandahar and thence west«fard t o Farah 
and Sabsevar. Pashto extends a lso into the NorthMest Frontier 
region of Pakistan and thttoee southward throu^out the sulainan 
ranges as far as Qoetta. 
The area enters history with the M:haenenid rulers of Iran, 
and although i t i s not easy t o locate a l l the nanes <kirived fron 
their insc;rii:^lon3 or from Herodotus and other sources the 
principal regions are r e c o ^ i s a b l e . Thus Bactria aust have 
included the plain of the Ami-Darya« Araebosia the neighbourhood 
of Kandahar and Arie the c<»antrv of the Hari Rud val ley around 
Herat, ifhile the oraungiana of t\m inscriptions and later Greek 
sources raust have been a rc»gion of southwestern Afghanistan 
including perhaps parts of se i s tan . 
Achaamsnid rule was f i r s t established in the regions of 
Afghanistan by Cyrus (SS9>S30 B.C.), not as a po l i t i ca l ent i ty , 
but divided asK^ ng at least three of the Achaesttnid satrapies. 
The control over t h i s region was consolidated by Darius I (5S2o 
486 B.C.) . It survived unt i l Alexander the Great overthrew the 
dynasty. The disaKtnbersient of the AChaesMinian eepire enabled 
Alcn^nder to unite the Greek world and Egypt with Persia, 
mdia and Central Asia. Std>sequently, great trade routes and 
transit c i t i e s «Mire developed. The routes connected India and 
Orient with the Mediterranian realm, sykes has given an account 
of the t err i tor i e s which were included in Afthanistan at that 
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stage, wben they irare known as Ary^^A* 
After Alexander's death his enpire broke up and the eastern 
satrapies passed to the Seleucld dynasty. Already by 322 B.C. 
Cbandragupta Haurya had gained control of northern India, and 
after his defeat of seleucus (C. 305 B.C.} he gained also the 
eastern provinces of Afghanistan, Psropamisadae and Arachoaia. 
Later c^n seleuclds (302 B.C.) and Mauryas (232 B.C.) emerged 
as doninant poifers in this regicm. **The second century B.C. 
constituted a period of most important mamfemnta of the tribes ... 
vhich had important reactic»s« not only in Central Asia but far 
bsfywid its limits*. Afghanistan's civilisation, culture and 
ethnography all were effected by the waves of Central Asiatic 
migrations. 
At the beginning of the Christian era one group, the 
Kashans, followed the Greeks into the mountains and shortly 
after emerged as conquerors of northern l»3ia. The swriith of 
Kuehan power was reached under Kanishka, tdhiose rule stretched 
from beyotid Mathura to Kaftnal and thence from Bactria to the 
frontiers of China. During this time (2nd cantury A.D.) Afghanistan 
may have been momentarily united under one rule. The Kushans 
were patrons of the arts and of religion, and under Kanishka 
Buddhism flourished. The wnpire did not long survive Kanishka, 
4 Sykes, P., A history of Afghanistan, Vol.1 (London, 1940), 
pp. 46-7, 97-8. 
5 ibid. 
6 Caroe, 0 . , The Pathans SOO B.C.~A.P. 19S7 (London, 1964), 
p . 60 . 
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but for centuries Kushan princes continued to rule In the 
vari<M8 provinces. 
During the 4th century the Sassanlds offered a growing 
challenge from Iran, while In the latter half of the century 
fresh Incursions of northern tribes known as Huns or Chionites. 
Kushans associated with these tribes. Two branches were 
discerned. The northern settled In Baetria and Hindu Kush and 
were known epononously as the Hepthalltes, while the second 
branch noved south through the aiountalns to Kabul and Araehosia. 
There they, too, came under Sassanid Influence and fomed the 
centre for their raids of India between 4S5 and 510 ui^er their 
niLers Taramona and Mlhlragula. At about the sane time, A.D. 464, 
their victory oirer sassanid king Flrus siarks the beginning of 
a period in which they were more the masters than the vassals 
of Iran. The Hephthalite domination lasted for a century until 
lb 565 the western Tuilcs, another newly arrived tribal grcfap 
from Central Asia, made an alliance with the Sassanid Khosrau 
Anushirvan and destroyed their power. For the next century the 
Turks ruled Afghanistan until their defeat by the Chinese in 
656, when already Arab armies had zeached the area. 
The advance of Islam in Iran and central Asia was rapid but 
in the mountain fastnesses of thm Hindu KUsh it was much slower 
because some of the Independent kingdoms in the western frontiers 
of India had restricted the early penetration of the Arabs. The 
states of Kabul, JalalalMd, Pashawar, Lamghan and Baanu and 
practically, the whole region of Kabul valley from Bamian and 
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Kandahar on the neat t o Bolan paas on tha south hava been undar 
the control of Kaplai.^ In 651, Arabs occupied Herat, and the 
following year they raided BaUch. Civi l wars halted th i s Arab 
expansion for a tinie, and i t was not unt i l the 9th and 10th 
<»nt\iries that the las t non-Muslin dynasties disappeared fron 
Kabul. Hence most of the Afghanistan became part of the Abbas id 
Caliphate. The i n i t i a l control of the Cali{^ate declined in these 
remote areas and the 9th and 10th centuries a l so witnessed the 
r ise of numerous local dynasties, both Turkish and Iranian. One 
of the ear l i e s t of these was the Tahirid dynasty which included 
Balkh and Herat in i t s kingdom of Xhorasan. 
Later on saffarlds and samanids, Ghasnairids, Seljuks, 
Gfhorids* KhwaresaiR Shahs, Mongols, Karts, Tinurids, Safavids, 
Mughals, Uitiaegs, one after the other ruled o^ rer th i s country. It 
was between 1708 and 1730 that the Pathans emerged as a po l i t i ca l 
po%ier when the Gftiilsai Mir wais revolted against the declining 
Safarid power and for a short time he and his successors ruled 
Afghanistan and even Persia. 
The safavids %iere helped against the Ghilsais by Hadir Kali 
Khan, a bandit chief, who proclaimed himself ruler of Persia in 
1736• trithin two years ha had extei^ed his rule over southern 
Afghanistan, m 1739, he carried out his great raid JUtto India 
and sacked Delhi, m 1740, he took northern Afghanistan from the 
7 Ishq, F!., "A Gliiiqpse of thti western Boundary Lands of India on 
the sve of Arab Invasion**, Journal of Asiatic Society of 
Pakistan. Vol. XIV (Dacca, 1949), p. 2 . 
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UsbeQ ruler of Bokhara. He was assassinated in 1747. 
Unlike the Safavids, Nadir Shah encouraged Afghans in his 
service . A.fter the assassination of Nadir shah, Ahmad shah came 
to pot#er and created the Afghanistan that we now know. His 
dominions included Afghanistan, Kashnir and north-west mdia, 
and Khorassan, sind and Baluchistan. He fought with Marathas 
at Panipat in 1761 and a lso had a good deal of troubJto from 
Sikh warriors. He was succeeded by his son Tinur %rho moved 
capital from K«ndahar to K4bul. He l e f t more than 2C sons 
whose fratr ic idal bat t le brought the end of Sedosai rule with 
the death of Kamran in 1642. When the Sc^osais were driven 
west in 1S18 Dost Mohasned, youngest of the twentyone Baraksai 
brothers, was a l lot ted Ghasni, to which he soon added Kabul. The 
Sikhs took Peshawar in 1623. In the meantime the Brit ish had 
become tYm leading power in India which was nominally ucKier 
Mughals. They were inevitably interested in Afghanistan which was 
the northwestern gate to India. This interest led to the f i r s t 
Afghan war (1938-42). TYw Britishers however evacuated 
Afghanistan in 1842 and released Oost Mohaflsned who returned to 
Kabul and set about extending his control over the whole country. 
m died at Herat in 1863. His third son, Sher Ali, at f i r s t 
follo%<ed his father's old policy with Britain, but then relations 
worsened when he refused the Brit ish mission and acceprted the 
Russian mission, m 1876 the second Afghan war started. Sher All 
fled before the invaders and died in Masar in February 1676. In 
Kay his son, Yakub, sigrwd the7l^ «>^ «^yi /<?^ >^ (^ ua^ a<^ )(' which gave 
A at- N 
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Brit ish most of what they wanted. On July 27, 1880« Sher Al l ' s 
nei^iew Abdur RstmHan was reco^nlMtd /unir o£ Kabul. 
The Brit ish evacuated Kd^ul early in 1881 but they had 
gained some territory including the Khyber Pass. Abdur Rehnan 
died in IftOl and was succeeded by his son, Hsbibullah. He was 
assassinated in 1919, and was succeeded, after a brief struggle, 
by his third son, Ananullah. He led an eddortire attack on India. 
In 1919 Afghanistan entered into dipl<»BM&tic relations with several 
countries including the U.S.S.R., and with Britain in 1921. m 
May 1929, hoiMTer, An»nullah fled fron the country and Kabul 
was br ie f ly held by a Tadshik bandit leader known as Baeha>i-Saqa. 
In October 1929, Nedir Khan, a cousin of Avsanullah, came 
to power and defeated the Bachha ai»3 occupied Kabul. He was 
assassinated in 1933, and was succeeded by Mohaiaeed Zahir Shah, 
internal peace was maintained and steady progress in a l l walks 
of l i f e continued, tieutrality was observed in world War II aa in 
Morld war I . In 1953 shah MohsMd was replaced by Sardar Daud, 
his nephew. He was quite successful in diploaiatic relations with 
foreign countries but could not solve the prcA>lem of the disputed 
area which was based on the "DuramI Line** and which c<»npri3es 
the free tr iba l territory bordering the North Western Frontier 
lYovince. Because of t h i s dispute diplc»aatic relations were 
broken off with Pakistan in Septeneber 1961. The Daud*s Administra-
tion f e l l in March 1963. The new Prime Minister, Dr. YUsuf, 
was only not a nesioer of the royal family but was not even a 
Pathan. His chief achievement was the proBwlgatlon of a new and 
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more l iberal constitution on Oct(^xir 1, 1964. He also made a 
few conceffsions to Pakistan. He was replaced by Malwand wal, 
who resigned in 1966 and was succeeded by Nur Ahmad Stntadi. 
After scMoetime he resigned in s^«y 1971. In August, the speaker 
of the House of the People, Dr. Abdul zahir, becaem Prime Minister 
of a new adeninistration. 
The recent chan^, following the bloody coup against Sardar 
Hohasooed Daud, on April 27-26, 1976. has roade Nur Mohanuned 
Taraki the Priiae Minister of Afghanistan. The sudden and violent 
overthrow of Mohamned Daud and the supposedly radical l e f t i s t 
character of the new Afghan government has apparently caused much 
concern in the iMsighbouring countries and In a l l the important 
capitals of the world. 
2 . Geographical Setting 
Afghanistan has the shape of a very irregular oval with i t s 
major axis running NB-SW and extending over about 1,100 kms., and 
the minor axis at right angles to th i s covering about 560 km. It 
i s bounded in the north by a great river, Amu Darya, the *Oxus* 
of antiquity (the natural frontier between Afghanistan &n& the 
U.S.S.R.}. In tY» west i s the plateau of Iran while in the east 
and south are the wild deeply dissected mountains. 
The country in the main, i s a highland mass, having an average 
alt itude of 1,200 metres or more, with a mountainous topography, 
i t presents a highly variable pattern of extremely high and 
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irregular mountain ridges, oome of which exceed 6,000 metres. 
There are numerous ravines and va l leys , some of which are su f f i -
c ient ly broad and f e r t i l e . However, the most extensive f e r t i l e 
plain i s in the north and covers the three provinces of 
Mainana, Masar~i-Sherif and Kataghan. On th i s f e r t i l e plain 
cereals are grown and crops of a l l kinds f lourish. 
i ) Terrain 
Afghanistan i s landlocked country, girdle4 by BKnintains and 
deserts . The country has an average elevation of 1,200 meters, 
only 14 mill ion hectares or 22 per cent of i t s tcrt:al land area as 
potential ly cul t ivable . However, i t possesses a predoroinently 
agraricin econony, on which more than 85 per cent of the to ta l 
population depends for i t s l iv ing . Agriculture provides i^ Ctout 
87 per cent of the to ta l commodity exports of the country. 
The main topographical features of Afghanistan (Map No. 4 ) 
are the "desolate be l t of mountain rarH^es, sa l t steppe, and 
irregular plays, a l l of which are for roost part uninhabited or 
8 very sparsely populated.** 
T)» Afghan re l i e f i s a complex of irregular highlands that i s 
re lat ive ly broad and low in the west, and very RMch higher and 
a l so narrower towards the eas t . The mountainous chain i s in the 
form of a backbone with a number of offshoots. It toxttm a barrier 
between central and south Asia. The mountains of t h i s region are 
known by the general name of Hindu Kush. Eastward, they are 
8 Ramsane, R.K., The Northern Tieri Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey 
(Princeton, 1966), p.10. 
9 The Middle Bast and North Africa. 20th ed . , (London, 1973-74) 
P.121t gives the meaning oi^  Hindukush as "Hindu Killer", but 
the origin of the name i s obscure. 
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llnJced with Pamirs and then to the laain Himalaya system. The 
peaks of Hindu Kush, along the crest o£ the mountains, reach 
heights of over 6^000 metres in the northeast. They decline in 
alt i tude iieatiiards, loi#ering down to 6,000 to 4,50C metres* in 
the v i c in i ty of Kabul* Further westward* the ridges are no 
more 4i>500 to 3,500 metres. In the extreme west they open out, 
rather l ike the d i g i t s of a hand, with the lower Parapamisus 
ridges forming the last meieber of the mountain complex. In the 
mountain va l leys and on the high central plateau, the land i s 
chief ly suitable for gracing or raising highland wheat and barley. 
In the north, the lar^ drops to plains averaging 4,500 metres 
but often as low as 275 metres. Parts of these plains are 
f e r t i l e and become productive i f irrigation f a c i l i t i e s are 
provided. 
Similar to mountains, the desolate terrain of southern and 
northern Afghanistan, performs the function as a sone of separation 
between the Middle East and south Asia and marks the eastermnost 
l imit of the Middle £ast. 
A nux^er of physiographic units mountains, plains, river 
basins and deserts—may be recognised, so that the topography 
10 S(»ae attempts at regionalisation imsludet stamp.D.. Asiat A 
Regional and Bconomic Gsoorai^v (London, I967),pp,17f-©1, 
brings out the geographical regions as (1) Afghan TurXistan, (2) Hindu KUsh, (3) Badakhshan, (4) Kotbulistan, (5) Kacara 
and (6) Deserts of the South and Meat, Tytler, W.K.F., 
Afghanistani A study of Po l i t i ca l Developments in Central and 
South Asia (London, 1967).pp. 6~7, divides the country 
rou^^ly into four main sect ions, corresponding to the four 
principal river systems, nannely, (1) Oxus River System, (2) 
Kabul River System, (3) Helmund River System and (4) Hari Rud 
River System (Map No, /f ) . Also see Ei«;yclopedia Britannica, 
Vol.1. (1963 e d . ) . p. 236. 
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of the country soeros to be suff ic ient ly differentiated and 
divers i f ied . 
i i ) Cliwate 
Afghanistan bears a c lose cllstatic s imilari ty with Iran 
and Mest Asia. It has alnoat dry sunvner and only a sraall amount 
of ra infa l l which largely occurs in winter. There are narked 
seasonal variationa in tenperature. Despite i t s nearness to 
India, the aionsoonal conditions of heavy anmmr rainfal l do 
not occur here. The distribution of the low amount of rainfal l 
i s not even a l l over the country. Annual rainfal l ranges ftottt 
10-15 cm« in the drier, lower areas of the %fe8t and north, to 
25-40 cm, in the east« and on t l ^ highest mountains there i s s t i l l 
more. Kabul, with an average of 33.02 cm. per annum, i s typical 
of conditions in the east , and Herat with 12.70 cm. typical of 
the west. Almost a l l th i s f a l l s in the period of D«K;ember to 
April, though there can be an occasional downpour at other times, 
even in suraner, when monsoonaJ current penetrates from the Indian 
lowlands. Temperatures are best describe as extreme. In July, the 
lowlands experience temperatures of 43^C with 120^ not uncommon, 
e . g . , at Jallalabad on the edge of the Indus lowlands. The ef fects 
of alt i tude are important, and ic^ul, at an elevation of 
1628.60 mts, does not experiem:® the miniannj temperature of -22^ 
to 26^C as are found on t l» higher plateau areas, or the heavy 
bl issards wbich occur on the mountains. The January mean at 
Kabul i s -^ 4 C. Generally speaking, a seasonal temperature range 
of 26»66®C - 37.77**C i s characterist ic of many areas. Temperatures 
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below trBmzXng are coavnon In winter; stunner tenperaturea rise 
to 37.77^C. Kabul i s faiaous for i t s remarkably pleasant spring 
«feather. 
A troublesoiae phenoeienon i s the prevalance of strong winds, 
especial ly in the tiest. where a persistent and regular wind blows 
alnaost dai ly from JUne to aeptenber and affects esp€»clally the 
Sieatan area of the lower HslinaQd basin, where i t i s known as 
-wind of 120 days". 
The lack of long-tezm oieteorological data i s a major 
handicap in dealing with the climate of Afghanistan. The 
available climatic c la s s i f i ca t ion hare been d(m» "with »oim 
assurance froei principles and from analogous stat ions in the 
11 U.S.S.R.* Iran and \mat {Pakistan...** 
Any attempt at the description of the climate of Afghanistan 
has to consider the "mountainous topography... with deeply cut 
val leys and re lat ive ly high waterstod ridges, (which) create a 
12 
variety of climate in the different p a r t s . . . " 
In spite of the long-term meteorological data a few attempts 
at the climatic c lass i f i ca t ion of Afghanistan have been done. 
13 
Ares in 1969, presented a climatic classification based on the 
11 KsiclMil, A.A., "On writing the Geography of strange land and 
Farway Placess Afghanistan for example", ECOIKMOJC Geograi^, 
Vol.36, (Worcester, 1962), p. 3S9. 
12 A survey of Land and water Resources, Afghanistan, Vol. Ill, 
Hydrolocjy (Rome, 1965), p. 17. 
13 Ares, C,3,, The climate of Afghanistan (Kabul, 1969). 
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precipitation and potential evaporation indices. 
As far as river drainage is concerned, Afghanistan forms 
a major watershed, from which rivers (Map No. i^  } flow 
outward. The Anu Darya (Oxus) rises on the northern side 
of the Hindu Kush and flows northwards into the U.S.S.R. Here 
in this region away frcMR the mountains the presence of 
yellowish soil of high fertility offers scope for agriculture. 
The Hari Bud rises only a short distance frc^ the Aanu Darya, 
but flows westward through Herat to terminate in a salt, closed 
basin on the Iranian frontier. From the south and west of the 
Hindu Kush, t)wre flow a murioer of streams which become tributaries 
of the Indus, m the extreme south-west the Hslmand river flows 
a long distance to end like the Hari Rud in a closed basin that 
is partly within Iranian territory. The Helmand basin is of 
interest in that because of a curious balance in water-level at 
its lowest part, the river here reverses its flow seasonally. 
and remains for much of its length non~brackish instead of 
bec(»Ring progressively more saline, as in normal when there is no 
outlet to the sea. The Helmand basin thus offers distinct 
potential for agricultural improvements, and in fact schemes for 
irrigation are in process of development. 3ome political 
14 For details on the nature of watersheds, see H.H.Kayden, "The 
Geology of Northern Afghanistan", Memoirs of Geological Survey 
of mdia. Vol. XKXIX, Pt.l, (Calcutta, 1911), p.S; also 
G.L. Griesback, "Field Notes From Afghanistan: No.3 Turkistan", 
Records of Geological survey of India, pt.4 (Calcutta, 1886), 
p. 235. 
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d i f f i c u l t i e s with Iran are the Inhibiting factors . 
There are a nuntoer of small Inland drainage system in 
Afg^nistan. 
3 . Levels of Pol i t ica l System 
Historical processes and geographical envixonnent both 
of 
deserve attention when i#s come to consider the form/t)olitical 
organisation in a s ta t e , without any intention to ring a 
deterministic note, ve may say that so often geograji^y bears a 
15 significance in and behind p o l i t i c s . As geography i t s e l f i s 
a science of areal distribution and locatlonal analysis of 
features, phen<»nna and facts , nothing can escape frc^ the 
Jurisdiction of geographical surroundings. As such, the po l i t i c s 
of a nation are in some way related to the geographical entity 
of an area. 
In the present section of th i s chapter, the writer has tried 
to discern the * leve ls of Po l i t i ca l system*, within the landscape 
that comprises the country of Afghanistan. 
Afghanistan i s a typical area where h is tor ica l process and 
geographical environoient tmve persistently obstructed the 
establishment of an ef fect ive central authority. It w i l l be seen 
15 See, for example^ noodle, A.E., Geography Behind Pol i t i cs (London, 1949}r Prescott, J.R.V.. The C^ooraphv of State 
Pol ic ies (London, 1968); Sprout, H.H. and M.. Fouiyaations 
of Hational Powers (Now York, 1945); iden, Man-Milieu 
Relationship Hypothesla in the Context of international 
^ l i t i c a (Princeton. 1956). 
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that in the h i s tor ica l process various authoritarian regiaes 
have struQQJLed to achieve some kind of po l i t i ca l hegemony over 
Afghanistan. This i s no easy task in an area differentiated in 
I^ysical landscape and diversi f ied by tr iba l s o c i e t i e s . £ach 
of the geographical regions, possessed different ccmditions 
and these differences often w>rked as the obstructions for 
making a powerful government. 
It would appear that the tr ibal set up in Afghanistan 
has in the past militated against any great central isation of 
p o l i t i c a l authority. Social and l inguis t i c factors did l i t t l e 
to bring about cohesion. At a rather late s t a ^ in history when 
cnitside powers recognised the strategic location of the country, 
they converted i t into a buffer s tate lying bet%«een contesting 
po l i t i co - t err i tor ia l systems. As a consequence, the p o l i t i c s 
of the nation have developed in a highly v o l a t i l e manner. 
The present p o l i t i c a l system of Afghanistan has evolved 
frcm a tr iba l set up. m tYVs past the tr ibal units were often 
engaged in conf l i c t s and internecine warfare. Each of the tr ibal 
unit had a def inite area, which was both a geographical and 
p o l i t i c a l ent i ty , within the franetrork of po l i t i ca l relations 
betiMien the tr ibes , ttw nature of external relations was 
primarily po l i t i ca l in character. Whereas, the internal 
relations were based on administrative convenience for authority 
and hierarchy of the po%irer structure of the t r ibe . 
This pattern prevails even today, which suggests the presence 
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of fr«c^ent alliances and confrontations between the tribal 
authority and central authority. The pattern evolv«K3 through 
this Is that each tribe has Its representation In the central 
administration and Is broken Into main groups and sub-grcHips, 
so that there Is a pyramidal and hierarchical authority pattern. 
It may be recalled that for administrative purposes and 
greater national coherence, Ahmad Shah had organised his 
government according to the following scheme: 
16 
The King 
I 
Prime Minister 
I 
Council of Chiefs 
Military Organisation 
liocal Government 
Financial Department 
1 
Judicial Department 
Royal secretariate 
Minor Department 
Tribal Administration 
In order to strengthen the local administration, the Afghan 
kingdom was divided into eight major provinces or wilayats and 
17 f i f teen minor provinces or Hukumat-i>Ala. wilayat was also 
divided into further groups. The authority responsible t o 
administer tira province or wilayat was known as Hakim and usually 
was assisted by one or ttfo dejAitles. 
16 Bhaneja, B., Afghanistan Pol i t tea l Modernisation of a 
Mountain Kinodom (New Delhi, 1973), p. 7. 
17 Singh, G., Ahmad Shah Durrani, Father of Modem Afghanistan (London, 1969}, pp. 353-4. 
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The adminiatrative structure clearly bore a stamp of 
geographical factors...^'renotenesa, ethnic differences, and 
specialised econonlss which together... fostered a distinct 
regional Identity," amS hindered the effective control of 
central authority over the reiaote provinces. Provincial and 
regional areal units follo««d two strict principles and were 
largely based on the territorial extent of the Inhabitants 
19 
and the Imriedlate area of their Influence.*' The pattern of the 
provincial system In Afghanistan hardly changed t i l l 1963 
(from the /wchaenenlan period}* tlNnigh there were re lat ively few 
minor changes or readJustiasnts. 
Under APRanullah, there were rapid changes In the administrative 
set up. For the f i r s t time, he promulgated the constitution which 
not only contemplated the changes In the administrative 
hierarchy but also cdlled for modernisation. 
The changes which took place were as followst 
Hakumat-i-Ala was responsible for the administration of each 
of the provinces with three categories; Kakumat-l-Alakadri, 
equivalent to d i s t r i c t s but was supervised by Hukumati. Apart 
frc»ii th i s there were local councils at provincial, svA^-provincial 
ana d i s t r i c t l e v e l s . The tr iba l territory was l e f t untouched 
and was considere»d as separate d i s t r i c t from administrative 
18 Prescott, J.R.V,, The Geography of State Pol ic ies (Lond<M), 
1969), pp. 353-4. 
19 olmstead, A.T., History of Persian Empire, 3rd edn., 
(Chicago, 1960). 
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purposes and was Qiven special priirileges. 
Xn 1931» under Nadir Shah« aore central isat ion of po%ier 
took place and the pre-Amanullah pattern of administration was 
revived. The system renained in force t i l l 1963, when a najor 
adraijiistrative reform took place. The new reform brought nore 
central isat ion of power with s tress upcm econc»nic ar^ po l i t i ca l 
needs. The new provinces varied In s i s e and i t was to be seen 
that the more accessible the area was to road and eaarminication, 
the larger was the province, while geographic regions with 
20 forbidding sones of inaccess ib i l i ty tmre the smallest. ^ Thus 
new reforms in administrative pattern, enabled the central power 
to bring more s t a b i l i t y to the nation. 
A major change again cams with the revolution of 1973. The 
miaiser of provinces was brought down from twentyeight to 
twentysix, with three hundred twentyf ive minor c i v i l divis ions 
and s i x sub^-divisions* one hundred seventyf ive d i s t r i c t s and 
one hundred eighteen 8ilb->distjrict8. Xn the main, there are 
21 four types of minor c i v i l d iv i s ions . 
1 . Provincial, centres (Max^asoi-wilayat} 
2 . mft^-province (t«o Walus Mali) 
3 . D i s tr i c t s (Mttlus Mali) 
4. Sub-districts (Alakadri) 
20 Dupree, L., "Aq Kaprakt A Town in the Northern Afghanistan", 
in People and Cultures of Middle East» m Anthropological 
Reader, by Sweet. L.S.. Vol. II (New York, 1970), p. 366. 
21 A Provir^ial Gasatlseer of Af^^nistan (Draft III} , Afghan 
Demographic Studies, Central S t a t i s t i c a l Office, Prime 
Ministry, (Kabul, 1975), Vol. I. pp. l i i > i v . 
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In the present unitary forre of gcnrermaent, the provinces 
have no right to make laws for ttMsniselves and the same laws aie 
in force for a l l Afghans. The law i s made by the central 
22 
coranittee* 
A provincial centre includes the capital c i ty usually with 
adjoining v i l l a g e s . It i s the administrative seat and directs 
the a c t i v i t i e s of the c i v i l divis ions which are supervised by i t . 
A sub-provineial centre i s not l ike a provincial centre. 
It administers the surrounding areas and has the responsibil i ty 
to supervise the minor c i v i l divis ions and each of the d i s t r i c t s 
has an administrative centre, responsible to supervising the 
surrounding v i l l a g e s . 
S i^-^is tr ic ts a lso an administrative centre and have v i l l ages 
t o adUainister. They are of loviest importai^e in t ^ hierarchy. 
4. Types of Transport 
Internal transportation f a c i l i t i e s in Afghanistan are 
inadequate, and pack animals (camels, donkeys and ponies) s t i l l 
carry an important part of the country's commerce. By using 
a substantial portion of the foreign aid recJUived in recent 
years on the building of roads and airports, Afghanistan has to 
a large extent expanded and improved i t s transport at icn systerri. 
22 Based on the informations received from an Afghan student 
of M.A. Pol i t i ca l science at Aligarh Muslin University. 
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However, even now there are no railways ai^ few navigable 
waterways. A river port on the Oxus has been bui l t at Qicil 
Qala, linked by road to Kabul. Being a land-locked country, 
Afghanistan has no port on free sea. The nearest port i s 
Karachi in Pakistan. 
i ) Road Transport 
A mtmber of roads have been bu i l t in recent years, or are 
being b u i l t , to c<M3nect the principal c i t i e s and t o open up 
formerly isolated areas and expedite the noveroents of products 
and passen^rs . Many roads (Map No. c )« however, are s t i l l 
unsurfaced and are blocked at times by flood or snow. An 
extensive road building programme i s going on in Afghanistan. 
Nearly 2,000 kn. of asphalt and concrete roads were conpleted 
between the years 1957 and 1967. Good roads now connect a l l 
of the main c i t i e s v i th Kabul (the capi ta l ) and with each other. 
There are about 6,700 kn. of all-weather tarmac and gravel roads. 
A modem highway fron Kandahar to K^ul was completed in 1968, 
and the Salang road tunnel beneath the Hindu Kush opened in 
1964. This road develoi»ent loroject work continues with the 
help of loans from the soviet union and the U.S.A. After the 
construction of Salang TuniMl, the distarNce bet««een Kabul and 
northern Afghanistan has been considerably shortened. 
Access to the country frc»i the south i s mainly by road 
through rammtain passes-especially the Khyber, Bolan, and 
Gomal passes (Map No. }. The Kh^^r Pass, connecting Kabul 
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with Psishawar, a railhead in Pakistan, ia the best kno«m of 
tl% passes providinQ land access t o Afghanistan. 
Zn i964« there were 8«000 passenger cars and 9,700 commercial 
vehicles in Afghanistan. 
Road Traf f ic 
Cars 
Zx>rries 
Buses 
TABI£ Vf 
Motor v e h i c l e s in 
JL969.tO 
30,768 
15,770 
2,443 
1970-71 
31,664 
15,850 
2 ,611 
Use 
1971-72 
33.406 
16,162 
2,849 
To reach the ocean Kabul may use Karachi port i f relations 
bet%feen the countries are normal. Due to the uncertainty of 
good oeigMxmrly relaticms Afghanistan signed in 1962 a transit 
agreement with Iran, thus providing an alternate route for i t s 
ccffproercial t ra f f i c , even though the distance i s much longer. 
The present position ia that the great bulk of the country's 
trade mcves throu^i the U.S.S.R. 
Road Vehicle 
lorries 
Buses 
Motor cars 
TABU V 
Hueber of 
1966-67 
15,308 
2,238 
27,556 
Motor v e h i c l e s 
1967-68 
15,478 
2,295 
29,152 
in Kabul 
1970-
18,440 
2,814 
12,014 
SourceJ The Middle East and North Africa. Europe Publications 
limite<i, i^th ean. , i^il^fl, p. 155. 
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New transit a^xeiOMnts recently ccmcXuded with Turkey and 
with Iran will soon make possible through transportation by 
trxKiks from Viestem Europe to Afghanistan. 
i^) Air Transport 
During the present century the importance of air transport 
has trensndously increased, with geographical conditions which 
often Bttke land transport difficult and costly, Afghanistan is 
under eonpulsion to develop air transport. Already, Afghanistan 
has developed air transport to some extent and now operates its 
own air lines, Ariana Afghan Airlines iisi which Pen-Am has a 
49 per cent interest). Ariana Afghan has scheduled service aruS 
cffltirwcts the c(Hmtry*s larger cities as well as oirfers services 
to neighbouring countries, the Middle East and Europe. Kabul and 
Kandahar have international airports and there are civil 
airports in six other cities. Local airports are now in use in 
the north of Kundus, Faisabad* Masar>i-Sharif and Mainana; in 
the west at Herat/ and in the southern part of the country at 
Jallalabad. 
Kabul is the busiest airport, while Kandahar, which is next 
in inportance, is an international Jet airport. 
The Table below shows the statistics for national and 
international flights, passengers and freights. 
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TABUB VZ 
Civi l Air Traffic (1966) 
Flights Passengers Freights (Kg) 
NatlCMnal 1,591 52,239 196.187 
International 1,903 42,019 2,515,260 
Source: The Middle Best and North Africa, Europe PiOall-
catICAs United, 19th ed . , 1972-73, p. 155. 
I l l ) Rail Tr<msport 
There are no railways In Afghanistan, nor are there any 
plans to build railways. From time to tlsie. however, ecmslderatlon 
has been given to the des irabi l i ty of constructing a r a i l l ine 
front the Hajlkak area to carry Iron ore or Iron products t o the 
rail-head at Chainan on the border of PaXlstan. Short spur l ines 
appjroach the borders at s i x points a two from Pakistan and four 
from the soviet imlon. 
Mention should however be made of the proposed Bid la-Europe 
ra i l project. In which Afghanistan must provide a v i t a l linkage. 
Iv) (^ sean TrM>sport 
Afghanistan Is a land-locked country. The shortest land 
r<Hite to the- sea Is through Pakistan t o the port of Karachi 
(see Map 3 ) . There Is a r a i l - l i n e from Chasian which runs across 
Pakistan to Karachi, a distance of 950 km. A spur of 6 km. fron 
Chaman to the new ra i l head at Spin Baldack Inside the Afghanistan 
borcktr near Kandahar w i l l connect t h i s l ine with the present 
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Afghan highway system. Goods, shipped from Kabul usually go by 
trucks to Peshawar and thence by rail to Karachi. 
Afghanistan foreign trade is dependent on transit agreenents 
with the neigMdouring countries. When political difficulties 
caused the closing of the border between Afghanistan and l^ ikistan 
in the early 1960s» it becaiae necessary to find alternative routes 
to the sea. One of these was through Iran to the port o£ 
Khorrasishahr on the Persian ^If; the other %fas across the 
soviet union to the Baltic Sea. 
v) miand water Transport 
There are few navigable rivers within Afghanistan (see Hap 5 ) 
However, there is a limited amount of terge traffic on the faan 
Darya. Sone tinber is floated down the Kabul and Kunar rivers. 
5. Significance of Transport 
in Politics 
The significance of transport in national and international 
politics has already been discussed in general terms in Chapters 
IZ and III. vii nay now take up the ease of Afghanistan, which 
is sonewhat peculiar in the sense that it is a land>locKed 
country and as such it has to encounter a nunber of problems 
related to transport. The lack of adequate means of transport 
have proved to be the major hinderance in the development of 
resources at every level, that is, the acquisition of raw material 
and the distribution of manufactured goods. The location of 
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industries i s very eawch a matter of transport f a c i l i t i e s . 
If one looks at the oiap of Afghanistan, the regional 
i^a lances in the distribution of industries become too obvious, 
to the *^8t there ace no signif icant industries while in north-
east «K)st of the industries are cwjcentrated in Kandus-Masar-i-
Sharif region. In fact, the l e t t e r ' s function as an industrial 
region has enabled i t t o eaerge as a r ival centre of economic 
and p o l i t i c a l importance, in spite of t h i s s i tuation, the 
Afghan capi ta l , Kabul, has maintained i t s supresiacy in the 
p o l i t i c a l as «fell as econc^ic and social l i f e of the country. 
The reason for th i s supremacy i s h i s tor ica l momentun rather than 
anything e l s e . It nay be noted t ^ t industrial isat ion began 
in Kabul as far back as 1887.^^ At th i s time no c i t y of 
Afghanistan was better connected with other parts of the %rorld 
than K^ul and i t was already a well established commercial 
centre in 19th century when land transport was predominent. It 
was not unt i l 1930s that northern Afghanistan began to absorb 
the e f fec t s of Indus tr ia l i sat icm, as transport at icmal f a c i l i t i e s 
becaras avail-able from the north. 
If the elements of economic developments are vie%#ed from 
the perspective of Afghanistan's land~locked location, i t %fould 
at once become apparent that transportationel factor i s the most 
important, i t }\ad had both direct aruS indirect bearing upon the 
economic as well as p o l i t i c a l development of the s t a t e . If one 
considers the freqirant transi t d i f f i c . I t i es faced by Afghanistan, 
the significance of regional concentration of economic a c t i v i t i e s 
21 Industrial DeveloaaBent to Asia and Far East, Vol.11, Country 
ser ies (New York, 1966), p . l . 
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becomes c l s a r . 
The spat ial economic organisation of Afghanistan lends 
Juatificati<»i to the core>peri |^ry situation of the economic 
a c t i v i t i e s . It i s evident fron the heavy enphasis on trans-
portation in the various f ive year plans that the road net-«irork 
has t»ld key to the regional eccHi<»aic expansion, ttm various 
econonic a c t i v i t i e s which need cemtact with outside world for 
their v i a b i l i t y , are often influenced by the land-locked location 
and obviously cannot be located in the areas where the aeeess ib i l i tv 
i s d i f f i c u l t . 
It appears that the lack of developed transportation in the 
ear l ier period formed a part of a deliberate plodcy of the 
central government to keep to provinces isolated and insulated 
in order to retain thm central control of the different regions 
of the s t a t e . This att i tude remained a major obstacle in 
furthering the ecwioinic development of the s t a t e . It was only 
later that the need for better transportation f a c i l i t i e s began 
to be f e l t not mnily to adapt to the rapidly changing economic 
trends of the country but a l so for linking the various ecM)omic 
centres of the s tate to form one s ingle economic system, thus 
lending s t a b i l i t y both to p o l i t i c a l control and eccmomic 
development. 
Prior to the development of transport net-work« regional 
economic a c t i v i t i e s developed and depended on contact which 
offered access to supplies t o raw material and market for the 
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product. The Xand-lockad position ^ the s tate (with no free 
access to ttw sea) and the location of sajor mineral and 
agricultural regions created regicmal inbalanees in the location 
of ijadustries and i^ various f i e lds of development. The 
relationship between the economic ac t iv i ty and transportation 
f a c i l i t i e s exerted their pressure for further i^proveroent and 
developnent. 
With the help of foreign ald« there started the plan for 
improving the exist ing net-^ork and for connecting i t with various 
terminal points a l l along the borders. How«ver, due to geographical 
conditions t l ^ construction of transportational %rorlc has been 
expensive and has taken a large share of the capital investment 
in the country. 
Apart from major highways, there ex i s t s ix kilomstre of 
railway connecting Targbaundi with the Kushk outpost for 
transportation of natural gas and other export products from 
Afghanistan to Soviet Union, i t i s of great economic significance 
as far as the external trade i s concerned. 
The construction of a new highway has not only reduced the 
distance between various centres but a l so brought s ignif icant 
cut into the transportational c o s t s . Other s ^ s i d i a r y roads 
are simultaneously being developed and an effort i s being made to 
link the capital with different regions by all-^niather roads. 
During the f ive year plans, a net-^#ork of approxtoately 2,500 km. 
of paved highway has been bui l t t o connect the major agricultural 
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and Industrial rsgions of the s tate v i th the capital and 
terminal points . The unpaved Herat~shid3urghan road, which i s 
850 kn. in length. Joins principal regions of the s tate with 
each other. This ring»road skirting the aountaijis and connecting 
the peripheral urban centres with the capital has enabled the 
govemnent to introduce rural developnent plans and to bridge 
the gap to s<xne extent between rural and urban areas. 
m the exis t ing s i tuat ion, intKjuality l i e s both in the 
nature of geographical envircmnnMit and the transport f a c i l i t i e s 
connecting the pre>existing eccHsorate nodes with the lesser 
developed regions of the s t a t e . It i s due to th i s reason that 
the {Kxvernment has fai led in i^hisving a t o t a l unity asaong 
Afghans. Frequent distuzbances among tr ibes and regions are 
coBmcm ]^)enoR»non in the Afghan oaticmal scene. It seems 
possible to bring the s i tuat ion under ecmtrol only when and 
where adequate transportational l inks are provided. The Afghan 
government has already done t h i s in some regions. 
Zt remains to be mention«»d that international trade engages 
a re lat ive ly small portion of eccmoraically active populaticm of 
Afgttanistan but contributes substantially to the national income. 
In the f i e ld again transport i s a major factor to be reckoned 
with, so far the distribution of foreign and domestic products 
had been hampered by the peripl^ral location of terminal points, 
highly local ised industrial and agricultural regions and 
unfavourable geographical environment, with the improvement in 
transport f a c i l i t i e s , the regional trading centres of Kabul, 
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Kandahar, Herat and Masar-i-Sharif are now better connected with 
the ir hinterlands. A proper analysis of the increase in the 
volume of internal trade i s not possible for lack of adequate 
data but transportation has certainly played an important role 
in i t s expansion* as i t has done in the case of foreign trade. 
Foreign tradm has become an important source of M^eghan 
•ccmoiBic developmsnt. As already said, Afghanistan faces transit 
d i f f i c u l t i e s and the stoppage of transit f a c i l i t i e s through 
Pakistan* has forced Afghanistan to conclude trade and transit 
agreement with the Soriet Union. 
This has resulted in divers i f icat ion o£ the area of expert 
and increase in trade with the soviet imion and East European 
countries. The figure increased from v ir tua l ly n i l in 1951 to 
some 26 per cent of her export and 43 per cent of her imports 
in 1962-63.^* 
Geographical proximity, favourable tertos of ci^dit and trade 
and the absorptive capacity of the market have favoured the 
growth of the Af^^n trade with the soviet Unicm block, whereas 
tito trade with the U.S.A. and i«est Europe has fluctuated with 
the demand and v i a b i l i t y of transit f a c i l i t i e s through Pakistan. 
This i s certainly of some p o l i t i c a l s ignif icance. 
24 Martin Era Glassner« Access to the 8ea for Developing 
Land-Locked s tates (The Hague, 1970), p. 61. 
CONCLUSION 
Transport Is of groat inportance in both war and peace. 
While lack of transport In times of peace leads to stagnation, 
its dearthi or tenuity in war may result in defeat. Also is the 
fact that better transportation generally leads to better 
relation amongst countries, for it ai>olishea barriers of 
s4iysiography« distance aixA time. 
until recent times the mobility of Man was greatly restricted 
and distant or isolated places were considered to be defensible 
and safe from the military point of view. This applied as 
much to the forts built on hill tops as to the 'Heartland' 
described by Maekiiu3er. in the present Air Age characterised by 
J«ts and rockets and spacenihips the situation has greatly chained, 
because snrery spot on the earth is vulnerable fct^ «v«ry other 
spot. There is no i^s^agmr any inviolable place on the earth. 
Having said this, we must recognise the importanca of the 
different kinds of transport. t#e do live in the Air Age but 
that does not mean that everything is *air-bome*. Aeroplanes 
hove a limited value in our every day life and even amongst the 
eiGChange of goods within a country and amongst countries. Transport 
by land and by water remains and shall remain important. 
Let U3 repeat, and not for the last tiine, that transport of 
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all kinds is important for a country both in peace and war. The 
external transport of a country in peace is necessary for inter-
state relations and certainly leads to inter-state cooperation. 
Hsnce, a transport route is verily the 'Hand of Peace*. 
In war time transport assumes special significance for the 
needs become urgent. Friendly di|il<»fiacy might move slowly, but 
in the times of war transport of all forms, both e<Hnrentional 
and uiKK>nirentional, are used in preparing for or prosecuting the 
war. Zt is transportation that makes it possible for military 
units of any sise to take to field, to maneuver over wide areas, 
to wage war cm distant lands. In the absence of transport, 
warfare wcHild be primitive indeed, confined to short raids by 
small groups armed with light simple weapon. Transport, then, is 
truly the *Ksnd of Murfare'. 
All in all, it may be said that transportati<Ma is of great 
geopolitical significance. It is important for (a) the internal 
cohesiveness and development of a country, (b) the peripheral 
control, security and defence of a country, and (c) the external 
relations of a country. 
The present work was more concerned with generalities than 
with specifics. The writer hopes that these generalities/become 
more valid and smaningful when they are applied to his future 
work on Afghanistan. 
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